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HEROES
"A working class hero is something
—J. Lennon
to be."
One of the strengths of the
labor movement, and the ILWU in
particular, is the way the union
gives ordinary people opportunities
to do extraordinary things, to create, accomplish and make a difference. And when they step up to
those challenges, grab adversity by
the throat and squeeze out victory
for working people, heroes and legends are made.
In this issue we continue The
Dispatcher's tradition of telling the
stories of some of these people.
Shaun Maloney did six terms as
president of longshore Local 19 in
Seattle—serving until his retirement in 1976—and was intimately
involved in all the local's struggles
over the years (,ce page 14). Before
coming to the ILWU,Maloney helped
lead the great Minneapolis Teamster
strike of 1934. As the maritime
strike of that year transformed the
West Coast, that fight turned
Minneapolis into a union town.
We also have labor historian
Harvey Schwartz's review of the
newly published oral history of past
Dispatcher editor Sid Roger (see
pages 8-9). Roger was already a
well-known labor journalist before
Harry Bridges hired him to run the
union's newspaper in 1966. He had
also spent much time working on
and writing about Bridges' legal
defense in the 1950s.
Having a passionate commitment to workers' causes meant, of
course, that Roger was blacklisted
from jobs in the mainstream media.
But he took the opportunity as
Dispatcher editor to continue the
tradition of giving the ILWU rank
and file one of the finest labor
newspapers in the country until his
1972 departure. He finished his
working days on the waterfront as
a marine clerk in Local 34.
Aubrey Grossman, the renowned civil rights attorney, was
never a member of the ILWU and
certainly would have been famous
for the many other radical causes he
championed. But he had some of his
finest hours defending Bridges and
warehouse Local 6 (see page 15).
We also have the stories of
some of the emerging heroes of the
ILWU, rank-and-filers courageously struggling to organize their coworkers into the ILWU family.
The backlands workers at the
LAXT coal export facility, with the
help and encouragement of their
brothers and sisters in the southern California long-shore locals,just
withstood heavy threats and intimidation by their viciously antiunion employer to gain ILWU
recognition and join Local 13's
newly reactivated allied division
(see page 11). Their victory is huge
for the entire union, blocking one
of the most serious threats to ILWU
jurisdiction on the Coast in many
years. They will continue to need
the help of the rest of the union to
wrest a contract from the company.
The Local 5 workers at Powell's
Books are already getting that kind
of support from Columbia River
area locals and their community as
they negotiate their first contract.
And they are taking advantage of it
in an innovative drive (see page 3).
Their self-organization and high
level of rank-and-file involvement
throughout the fight not only
assures they will be a strong local
and a valuable addition to the
union, but also has been an inspiration for further organizing in the
Columbia River area.
Editor

PRESIDENTS REPORT
Planning our Convention and future
By Brian McWilliams
UM International President

Delegates from all segments of the Union will gather in
Portland, Oregon in less than four months to participate in the
ILWU's 31st Convention. During the Convention, these delegates will have to make a lot of critical decisions about the
union.
I can say from personal experience as President that many
of these decisions will not come easy. As I see it, delegates and
officers must decide at the Portland Convention how best to
finance and structure our union to meet the challenges that lie
ahead—particularly in the area of organizing new members.
And we must accomplish these things without unnecessary
expense to the members we represent because they pay the
bills.
At past Conventions delegates and officers have adjusted
the way we operate internally in order to deal with changing circumstances. In Portland we will have to consider the kinds of
organizational changes—including restructuring—that will free
us financially to do the jobs that must be done with the kind of
democratic procedures that will allow us to effectively represent, service and mobilize our members.
Convention delegates and ILWU
officers must do
what's right as a
matter of conscience
and as a matter of
what is fair for the
total membership.
And I believe they
will do all they can to
be fair. But making
changes isn't easy.
The tendency of any
organization is to
keep doing what is
familiar, no matter
what. That's why I
have decided to
raise this question
now—to give our members and their elected representatives
time to consider how things work currently and how they
should work under the kind of cost-effective structure we need
to have. We need also to take time to think about how these
kinds of changes could create the savings from which we could
cover all the costs for badly needed organizers to carry out our
mission of bringing new workers into our family.
Whatever choices are made at the Convention, it is also the
responsibility of the locals to step up and match the responsibility placed on the International by the 1997 Convention. In a
bold and necessary move to express in real terms our commitment to organizing, the delegates then voted to earmark at least
30 percent of per capita income for organizing. Along with that
came the stark reality that the 70 percent left for administration
would cause further reductions in service.
The International has met all of those challenges. But this
is not enough. It is time to ask locals to meet the same challenge one way or another. If we are serious about building a
larger membership base in order to continue as a viable and
vibrant rank-and-file industrial union, then it is time to take the
next step down this road. The locals should support additional
organizers and consider allocating 30 percent of their own
incomes to organizing too.

Let's put our money where our mouth is. We need to put
more organizers in the field, more members in the ranks and
more strength in our flanks, and this is the logical extension of
the program devised and built on slowly and methodically since
1992.
Sometimes I sense a reluctance among the members to
take these kinds of drastic measures. If this comes from disagreement with or questions about the organizing program,
about strategy and tactics, then let's get that straightened out at
the Convention as well.
So let us move into the New Year and our pre-Convention
discussions with the resolve that whatever decisions are made,
that they represent the will of the majority as represented in
well-attended membership meetings and high voter turnouts in
union elections.
It isn't easy to defend and build a democratic organization:
there has to be accountability and representation of the voice
and will of the rank and file. Just take a look at the problems at
recent Longshore Caucuses where in the last few years the
majority of resolutions considered by the Caucus have not been
submitted by action of local membership meetings, or even by
local executive boards for that matter. Instead, delegates have
been frequently bypassing the membership and
bringing their personal
agenda items directly to
the Caucus. We even
have cases of delegates
refusing to follow binding instructions from
their membership on
certain important and
controversial issues.
These disturbing
practices are not, of
course, unique to
Longshore. Elsewhere
in the ILWU there are
locals or units that have
not been holding regular
or well-attended memofficers to follow their
individual
meetings—leaving
bership
own course without direction or oversight by the membership.
This trend is not only directly contrary to how and why this
great union was founded, it is in fact leading us backwards—
away from the source of our strength—to disunity, distrust and
bureaucracy.
Perhaps we need to ask how can we maintain our
International Union, built and operating over the decades as an
industrial union—one that unites workers of the same industry
into one union regardless of craft or occupation—at the same
time that some members in a few locals of one division want to
either split away from or try to assert control over the entire
organization? What happens to the strength of our solidarity
when one division feels it can go on without the others?
As we grapple with these difficult issues it is up to each
member to see to it that Caucus and Convention delegates do
truly represent the will of the members. Only then can we be
assured of fulfilling our most precious legacy: rank-and-file
control of policy, of program and of leadership. Each of us is
responsible for keeping this great union working and it can't
work well unless all of the parts, members, locals and divisions, stay connected and committed to our common objectives and to our fellow workers everywhere in the world.

Locals should
support additional
organizers and
consider
allocating 30
percent of their
own incomes to
organizing too.
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Local 5 and friends push-start Powell's talks
by Marcy Rein
Photos by Bette Lee
heerful chaos engulfed
Powell's City of Books in
Portland for nearly two
hours on the Saturday before
Christmas. Close to 200 union and
community supporters joined the
three-ring cacophony Dec. 18 urging Michael Powell to bargain in
good faith with ILWU Local 5.
Two groups of singers and one
performance troupe rotated
among different rooms in the huge
store, trailing audiences with
them. Shoppers joined the singing
and managers watched helplessly
while trying to staff the information tables.
The Teamsters Local 206 semi
trundled around the block by the
store blaring Christmas carols. At
the end ofthe festivities, some 30 people holding their unions'signs snaked
through the store, their chant so loud
it reverberated through the building:
"What do we want? Contract! When
do we want it? NOW!"
"It was one of the more powerful
and joyful actions I've seen," said participant Jim Cook, a member of the
National Assn. of Letter Carriers
Branch 82.
For Local 5 members, the impact
was even stronger. "I had tears in my
eyes and other people did too," bargaining team member Carol Edwards
said. "It was so great to see how many
people cared."
Dec. 18 capped two months of agitation and actions that finally pushstarted the stalled contract talks
between Powell's Books and Local 5.
But workers are still waiting warily
to see if the momentum builds—and
they're ready to push more if necessary
Bargaining began in midSeptember, but two months into talks
the corporate team had offered no
economic proposals. It answered the
union's wage offer with an elaborate
costing-out based on worst-case scenarios and data they refused to
reveal. Powell's spokesman, antiunion lawyer Larry Amburgey, routinely insulted and antagonized the
union team and observers.
The firing of one of the initiators
of the union drive provoked "breakouts" Oct. 27 at City of Books on
Powell's
and
Ave.
Burnside
Beaverton store. More than 70

Just days after the Portland chapter of
Art and Revolution got together—inspired
by the anti-VVTO demonstrations—members
performed at Powell's. Using rhyme styled
after Dr. Seuss' "The Grinch that Stole
Christmas," they unrolled a factual account
of Local 5's contract fight.
In it, a customer chats with a worker at
"Michael Pool's Planet of Books." the
biggest bookstore in Whoville. -It's loved by
book-loving Who's from far and around. If
you need a book about falafel or fleas Just
ask one of Pool's professional employees."
Touched by the worker's tale, the customer declares, -My good Who, Whoville is
a true Union Town. We won't let Union
workers at Pool's Books be brought down,"
and admonishes Pool, -Don't be such a
GRINCH!"

C

employees took their
and
together
breaks
walked off the job.
Continued discrimination against union supporters sparked breakouts
the day after Thanksgiving at the Burnside and
Hawthorne stores. That
day workers also began
wearing a new sticker
showing support for the
contract talks and leafleted
customers with an update
on their progress. The first
of three community delegations called on Burnside
manager Miriam Sontz
expressing their concern
with the company's intranMembers of ILWU longshore Locals 4 and 8, clerks Local 40 and Columbia River
sigence.
Dec. 18 crowd. -We came because they
Not knowing what Pensioners made up close to a third of the
said. -The Powell's workers may be
Clark
Brad
President
4
Local
would happen Dec. 18 put asked for our help,think of them as brothers and siswe
but
own,
their
on
management on edge. thinking they're out on a limb
a ters now."
Powell's presented
health 'care package proshift
posal Dec. 17 and a wage offer days max out at three percent, and promo- own estimates, the co-pay will
workers.
the
to
costs
in
year
per
$80,000
would
ranges
wage
higher
into
tions
later. It muzzled Amburgey and put
The Local 5 bargaining team
corporate managers in the speaker's be strictly limited.
to survey members on the
decided
the
of
one
day
hired
hire,
new
"A
seat.
and has already
proposal,
health
maninto
"We saw a definite shift in tone contract, who doesn't go
that increases
counter
wage
a
offered
manage(at
appointed
get
or
agement
after the 18th," Local 5 team member
for everypercent
five
to
steps
annual
3
level
a
to
discretion)
sole
ment's
Stacy Friedman said. "It feels more
profor
automatic
provides
and
one
living
a
reach
will
never
position,
like bargaining, even if we're not
when
level
next
the
into
motion
work
making much progress. Basically wage no matter how long they
their wage
they're asking us to trade one eco- at Powell's," team member Jim workers reach the top of
range.
said.
Cowing
nomic benefit for another or for one
To prepare for the next stage of
Veteran employees also get the
less equitable."
which almost everyone
activities,
get
"We
plan.
company's
the
in
shaft
a
The company offered everyone
be needed, the union is
will
thinks
and
hour
per
two-percent annual cost-of-living stuck between $8 and $9
members on their
educating
also
increments,"
tiny
in
up
move
raise plus annual only
law.
labor
under
rights
tremenhave
can
"You
said.
Edwards
step increases.
tells me that
sense
horse
"My
rewarded."
not
it's
but
dous
experience,
Employees
anti-union
notoriously
their
with
The company's proposed health
would do well in
be digjust
may
company
the
lawyer
need
who
people
favors
their first two package
out,"
burn
we
hoping
and
in
ging
to
up
excludes
It
least.
insurance
years, moving up
Ryan
Scott
worker
store
Hawthorne
the
from
expenses"
"wellness
of
$350
in five-percent
steps. But then deductible, but includes a co-pay for said. "I think we should really be
the annual in- doctors' visits, which people don't ready to give them another little
creases would have to pay now. By management's spike and wake-up call if we need to."

Jobs With Justice—along with the Columbia River
ILWU locals—has consistently fortified Local 5's public
actions. Members of numerous other unions came out
Dec. 18 as well, among them AFSCME Council 75,
Teamsters Local 206. SEIU, National Assn. of Letter
Carriers, Portland Assn. of Teachers. the Amalgamated
Transit Union and the Machinists.

Two groups led sing-alongs in the store Dec. 18, General Strike and the Amalgamated
Everlasting Union Chorus. General Strike augmented its repertoire of labor hits with a few
Christmas carols tweaked for the occasion. "Jingle Bells- rang out as -Michael Powell,
Michael Powell, you have all the dough (x2) With our union we will win Union-busting's got
to go."
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Prop. 21: Pete Wilson comes back to haunt the future
By Marcy Rein
alifornia's March 7 ballot will
carry yet another piece offormer
Governor Pete Wilson's mischief: Proposition 21, the "Gang
Violence and Juvenile Crime
Prevention Initiative." This costly,
unnecessary overhaul of the juvenile
justice system levels a body blow at the
next generation the labor movement
needs to organize.
Already the ILWU's Northern
California District Council, California
Labor Federation, the San Francisco
Labor Council, the California
Federation of Teachers, the California
Faculty Assn., the California Teachers
Assn. and the SEIU State Council
have voted to oppose it.
"Prop. 21 represents a conscious
decision not to make a commitment to
our own future," said ILWU International President Brian McWilliams
When Pete Wilson couldn't get the
legislature to pass his juvenile justice
program in 1998, he re-packaged it as
an initiative and raised close to $1 million to pay signature-gatherers.
Wealthy corporations ponied up big
bucks to help: Unocal put in $50,000,

C

Chevron and San Diego Gas and
Electric $25,000 each, Arco $20,000.
Prop. 21 includes provisions
which would:
• Make it easier to try 14- and 15year-olds as adults and throw them in
adult jails;
• Weaken rules that seal juvenile
court records so young people can get
a "fresh start" if they make mistakes;
• Make vandalism with damage as
low as $400 a felony. Youth could face
a minimum of a year in jail and thousands of dollars in fines for writing
graffiti or etching their names in wet
cement;
• Institute the death penalty for certain "gang-related" offenses, bump
misdemeanors committed by suspected gang members up to felonies, and
give police broad powers to wiretap
possible gang members; and
• Slam youth of color hardest. "Gang
profiling is nothing but racist stereotyping of Chicano/Latino and black
kids," said Carlos Months of AFSCME
1108 in Los Angeles. Already 86 percent of the wards of the California
Youth Authority are youth of color.
Though the initiative plays to

racist fears, actual
rates of youth crime
are falling nationwide. California's
felony
juvenile
arrest rate dropped
by almost 30 percent, and juvenile
arrests
homicide
dropped by more
than half between
1991 and 1998,
according to the
state Department of
Justice. And state
law already allows
people as young as
14 to be tried as adults for certain violent crimes.
"Where laws similar to Prop. 21
have been enacted--in Texas, for
example—they've done nothing to
deter juvenile crime," said CFT
President Mary Bergan."Sending kids
to prison is sending them to the wrong
kind ofschool, one where they're more
likely to learn criminal strategies than
workplace strategies," she said.
But since 1984 California has
built 21 prisons and just one universi-

ty campus. With its hefty price tag
and no provision for raising money,
Prop. 21 will only continue to siphon
funds from services to prisons.
"This measure will result in
major net costs to the state of at least
hundreds of millions of dollars annually and one-time costs of at least several hundreds of millions of dollars,"
reported the non-partisan Legislative
Analyst's Office. Local governments
face annual costs in the tens of millions, according to the LAO.

ILWU VOTING RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CALIFORNIA
Dianne Feinstein

STATE BALLOT PROPOSITIONS
Yes
1A Gambling
Yes
12 Bond: Parks, water & coastal protection
Yes
13 Bond: Safe drinking water
Yes
14 Bond: Public library construction
Yes
15 Bond: Forensic laboratories
V
Yes
16 Bond: Veterans' homes
Yes
17 Lotteries: Charitable raffles
No
18 Murder: Special circumstances
Yes
19 Peace officers
No
20 State Lottery: Cardenas Textbook Act . .. .
No
21 Juvenile crime
No
22 Limit on marriage
No
23 None of the above ballot option
24 Reapportionment. Removed by State Supreme Court
No
25 Election contribution & spending limits
26 School facilities, bonds & local majority vote . . . Yes
27 Elections, term limits, Congressional candidates No
No
28 Repeal of Prop 10 tobacco surtax
No Recommendation
29 Indian Gaming Compact
Yes
30 Insurance claims, practices, civil remedies
31 Insurance claims, civil remedies, amendments . . Yes

SAN FRANCISCO COUNT(

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
George MILLER
Ellen 0. TAUSCHER

District 7
District 10

STATE SENATE
Tom TORLAKSON
Don PERATA

District 7
District 9

STATE ASSEMBLY

FRESNO-TULARE-KINGS COUNTIES
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Lita REID
Dean FLOREZ
Sarah REYES
Virginia R. GURROLA

District 29
District 30
District 31
District 32

MARIN COUNTY
STATE SENATE DISTRICT 3

John BURTON

John BURTON

STATE ASSEMBLY
Frank EGGER
Jack GIBSON (dual)

District 6
Kevin SHELLEY
Carole MIGDEN

District 12
District 13

ALAMEDA COUNTY

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DISTRICT 1
Mike THOMPSON

Barbara LEE
Ellen TAUSCHER
Fortney "Pete" STARK

STATE SENATE District 9

Don PERATA

STATE ASSEMBLY DISTRICT I

MONTEREY COUNTY

The endorsement of Sam Farr has be held up pendDion L ARONER Greg ROLEN ing his meeting with the Basic Vegetable strikers at
Wilma CHAN Salinas and the affected central labor councils.
Ellen CORBETT STATE SENATE District 15
No Endorsement
John A. DUTRA

District 14
District 15
District 16
District 18
District 20

Michael MACHADO

Debra GRAVERT
Barbara MATTHEWS
Tom MONTES (dual)

District 10
District 17

SAN MATEO COUNTY
Tom LANTOS
Anna G. ESHOO

District 12
District 14

Byron SHER

STATE ASSEMBLY
Kevin SHELLEY
Lou PAPEN
Joe SIMITIAN

District 12
District 19
District 21

SANTA CLARA AND
SAN BENITO COUNTIES
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
District 13
District 14
District 15
District 16
District 17

Fortney "Pete" STARK
Anna G. ESHOO
Mike HONDA
Zoe LOFGREN
On hold

District 11
District 13
District 15

Byron SHER
John VASCONCELLOS
No Endorsement

STATE ASSEMBLY
Virginia STROM-MARTIN

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DISTRICT 17

STATE ASSEMBLY

STATE SENATE District 5

STATE SENATE

HUMBOLDT COUNTY

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
District 9
District 10
District 13

No Endorsement
Gary A. CONDIT

STATE SENATE District II

STATE ASSEMBLY

Lynn WOOLSEY

STATE ASSEMBLY

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
District 11
District 18

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Gary A. CONDIT
Dan ROSENBERG
No Endorsement

District 18
District 19
District 20

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DISTRICT 8
STATE SENATE DISTRICT 3

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY

STATE ASSEMBLY
Joe CANCIAMILLA
Dion L. ARONER
Greg ROLEN

District 11
District 14
District 15

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DISTRICT 6
Nancy PELOSI

DarRell STEINBERG
Debra GRAVERT

District 9
District 10

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY

U.S. SENATE

John A. DUTRA
Joe SIMITIAN
Elaine ALQUIST
Manny DIAZ
Rebecca COHN
Simon SALINAS

District 20
District 21
District 22
District 23
District 24
District 28

SOLANO COUNTY
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DISTRICT 7
George MILLER

STATE ASSEMBLY

OAKLAND CITY MEASURES
A
D
E

YES
NO
YES

School Bonds
School Directors
Improve Schools

District 27
District 28

SACRAM ENTO-YOLO-SUTTERPLACER COUNTIES
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DISTRICT 3

BUTTE COUNTY

Bob KENT

U.S.HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DISTRICT 2
Stan MORGAN

STATE SENATE District 1

.Thomas(Tom) ROMERO

STATE ASSEMBLY
District 2
District 3

Fred KEELEY
Simon SALINAS

Virgil PARKS
Benjamin WIRTSCHAFTER

STATE SENATE District 1

.Thomas(Tom) ROMERO

District 7
District 8

Patricia (Pat) WIGGINS
Helen M. THOMSON

SONOMA COUNTY
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
District 1
District 6

STATE SENATE DISTRICT 3

Mike THOMPSON
Lynn WOOLSEY
John BURTON

STATE ASSEMBLY

STATE ASSEMBLY
District 2
District 4
District 5
District 8

STATE ASSEMBLY

Virgil PARKS
No Endorsement
John MOLINA (write in)
Helen M. THOMSON

District 1
District 6
District 7

Virginia STROM-MARTIN
Frank EGGER
Jack GIBSON (dual)
Patricia (Pat) WIGGINS
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ILWU endorses Al Gore for President
By Brian McWilliams
ILWU International President
he ILWU Executive Board
endorsed Vice-President Al
Gore for President at its meeting in Seattle Dec. 1-2. The endorsement follows an AFL-CIO endorsement of Gore at their Los Angeles
convention in mid-October. The
Teamsters, UAW, ILWU, and a few
other unions opposed the endorsement of the Vice-President in
October. These unions opposed to
endorsement primarily argued that
Labor needed more time to influence
the Vice-President on issues ranging
from free trade to health care reform.
The International officers presented the issue of an early presidential endorsement to the Board arguing that the primaries in Washington
state and California are early and this
was the last time the Board would
meet before then. Hawaii VicePresident Leonard Hoshijo commented that Gore said he would veto antilabor legislation.
The Board considered the following issues before issuing their
endorsement of Gore.

T

RIGHT TO ORGANIZE
Gore stated at the AFL-CIO
Convention in Los Angeles Oct. 13,
1999: "I believe the right to organize
is a fundamental American right that
should never be blocked, never be
stopped, and never be taken away. Let
me tell you, that right needs to be
strengthened today." Gore also supports Administration efforts to create
a new arm of the International Labor
Organization to work with developing
countries to protect the interests of
workers throughout the world.

MINIMUM WAGE
As a member of Congress, Gore
supported increasing the minimum
wage in 1977, 1988 and 1989. As VicePresident, Gore pushed for the 1996
minimum wage increase. Gore also
called on Congress to pass a $1 an
hour increase of the minimum wage
last year, which was defeated by the
Republican-led Senate, and is pressuring Congress to pass a minimum
wage increase this year.

JOB HEALTH AND SAFETY
Vice-President Gore supports
increased funding for OSHA and supports a requirement that employers
establish safety and health programs
to reduce hazards and protect
employees. Gore also opposed efforts
to weaken workplace safety laws,
including Republican attempts to
slash OSHA funding in 1995. As a
member of Congress, Gore opposed
legislation that would have eliminated certain mandatory minimum
penalties for civil violations of the
OSHA.

EQUAL PAY
Gore supports efforts to close the
pay gap between men and women.
Some employers continue to pay
women less money than men for the
same or similar work performed. The
Vice-President has urged Congress to
pass the Paycheck Fairness Act to
allow women to sue employers for
unlimited compensatory and punitive
damages in addition to back pay
awards to remedy pay violations.

PAYCHECK PROTECTION
In 1998 Gore worked against a
initiative,
ballot
California
Proposition 226, which would have
restricted the ability of unions to
speak out on issues important to
America's working families. Gore
labeled this so-called "paycheck protection" measure as a "gimmick disguised as political campaign reform to
take away the right of workers to

er schools and smaller classes, high
quality teachers and modernizing
schools. The Vice-President's education agenda also provides for savings
plans and tax cuts to make college
and job training more accessible.

TRADE
Despite our union's endorsement
of Al Gore, we must be mindful that
the Vice-President's steadfast support
of the North American Free Trade
Agreement(NAFTA)led to its passage
in Congress. This trade agreement has
been a disaster, but somehow Gore and
the other major Presidential candidates still support NAFTA. We must
continue to educate Gore on the
adverse impact of NAFTA.
Since 1993, when NAFTA was
passed, more corporations have been
leaving the U.S. and moving production to Mexico, where wages average
); about $4 a day. More ominous to all
cz workers, American corporations regi ularly use the threat of moving to
Mexico to hold wages down and to
a" thwart union organizing drives.
According to the Gore campaign,
Al Gore addressing the AFL-CIO convention in Los Angeles Oct. 13, 1999.
"Gore has supported agreements that
health care policy agenda is disap- encourage free and fair trade as a way
have their voices heard."
pointing since it does not include a to open foreign markets to the superiSTRIKER REPLACEMENT
plan to provide health insurance to or goods and services produced in
Vice-President Gore supports leg- the millions not covered. Gore claims America. He believes that opening
islation to ban the use of permanent that he is for an incremental foreign markets has been one of the
replacements during lawful strikes. approach to providing universal keys to the sustained creation of good,
Gore supported an Administration health insurance.
quality jobs for American workers
Gore said in a debate with presi- during the last six years. Gore also
executive order issued on March 8,
1995 prohibiting federal agencies dential candidate Bill Bradley, "I believes that trade agreements must
from doing business with companies think we have to get to universal provide a level playing field for
health insurance. I think we can get American workers, which is why he
that replace striking workers.
there early in the next century. But will seek tough enforcement of agreeTEAM ACT
here's the point: We should start by ments accompanied by strong labor
In 1995 Gore opposed efforts to getting every single child in America, and environmental protections." All
pass the Team Act that would have within the next four years, then all the major Presidential candidates are
permitted companies to form "compa- the parents of those children, up to considered free traders.
ny unions." At the AFL-CIO's Execu- 250 percent of the poverty rate. And
Many good trade unionists may
tive Council meeting in Florida in then, let's have small business own- decide to support Bradley instead of
February 1995 Gore denounced the ers, have a, not only a tax deduction, Gore. There are only minute differlegislation and promised that the which they have now but a 25 percent ences between Gore and Bradley on
Administration would block it.
tax credit. They have half of all the the key labor issues. The ILWU conuninsured work force. Then give indi- sidered the fact that as a U.S. Senator
JOB TRAINING
viduals who want to purchase their (1985-1992), Gore achieved an 88 perIn January 1999, Gore announced own health insurance the same 25 cent COPE rating from the AFL-CIO
a $60 million federal grant to help percent tax credit. Beef up the com- even though he was from right-toexpand job-training efforts for the munity health centers, give a pre- work state where it is more difficult
unemployed workers and unveiled a scription drug benefit under Medi- politically to be pro-union. Bradley
new federal website(www.alx.org)that care, and have long-term care and achieved only an 82 percent COPE
helps workers access job training and enact a Patient's Bill of Rights."
rating during the same period even
other career information through the
Bradley has unveiled a universal though Bradley hails from a state
Internet.
health insurance plan to cover all with a large amount of union memAmericans. His plan would place the bers. At the height of former
REINVENTING GOVERNMENT
uninsured in the Federal Employees President Ronald Reagan's populariVice-President Gore's effort to Health Insurance plan. Gore attacks ty, Gore voted against the Reagan
"streamline" government has led to the Bradley plan because it spends budget plans that cut funding for
the downsizing of federal jobs. Some the entire federal budget surplus on vital social programs while giving tax
government services have been priva- the uninsured and does nothing to cuts to America's wealthiest individtized and good jobs have been lost. buttress Social Security and ual. As a U.S. Senator, Bradley voted
Generally, the ILWU opposes efforts Medicare.
for President Reagan's budget. Gore
to contract out government jobs and
supported programs to keep ILWU
SOCIAL SECURITY
so believes Al Gore was wrong to recagricultural workers in Hawaii
ommend such changes.
Gore proposes to commit more employed. Bradley opposed these
than 60 percent of the federal budget agricultural programs.
PENSION SECURITY
surplus to shore up Social Security
Did the ILWU consider endorsing
As a U.S. Senator, Gore co-spon- The Administration also has proposed Republican candidates such as
sored the "Employee Pension using 11 percent of the surplus to set George Bush or John McCain? No.
Protection Act of 1989," which sought up Universal Savings Accounts; simi- Bush is currently criticizing McCain
pension portability and expanded lar to many 401(k) programs to sup- for not being tough with labor unions
access to pension plans. Since 1994 the plement Social Security and other by including the Paycheck Deception
Clinton-Gore Administration has pension benefits. Gore is against rais- Act in his campaign finance reform
passed reform bills to simplify the pen- ing the retirement age for Social proposals. McCain achieved a 14 persion process for small businesses, Security and opposes tightening the cent COPE (Labor Voting Record)
expand pension portability and protect eligibility rules for Medicare.
rating in 1990. Additionally, McCain
employee pension funds.
opposes the Jones Act that keeps
MEDICARE
American seafarers employed. Either
HEALTH CARE
When Newt Gingrich and his one of these candidates would be a
Al Gore proposes a 25 percent tax right-wing allies took control of
disaster for working families.
credit to small business and individu- Congress in 1994, Gore fought back
It will be our job to get Gore to
als that purchase health insurance to to help stop their attempts to cut
with important humanitarian
deal
make it easier to afford good health $270 billion from Medicare. Gore also
such as expanded health care
issues
coverage. He also would allow people supports expanding Medicare to
creating educational and
coverage,
over 55 who need health coverage to include prescription drugs.
opportunities for both
training
job
buy into Medicare at a reasonable
and making good
adults,
and
children
EDUCATION
cost until they turn 65 and receive it
make the right
to
commitment
his
on
for free. Gore's plan includes a preGore is proposing to devote $115 to organize a fundamental American
scription drug benefit for Medicare. billion of the budget surplus to create
right. We also need to make him
Gore supports a strong Patients Bill an Education Trust Fund which will
accountable in his commitment to
of Rights so that doctors and patients fund new education investments,
labor and environmental
include
make health care decisions—not including universal preschool, smalltrade agreements.
future
in
rights
health insurance companies. Gore's
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DOCKWORKER SOLIDARITY COMES
THROUGH FOR BRITISH COLUMBIA
RAIL WORKERS
During ILWU-Canada's contract
negotiations last year the employers
put on deck a plan to move the boundaries of traditional ILWU rail jurisdiction at Vancouver Wharves, a change
that would hand over the work to railway unions at British Columbia Rail.
For many years BC Rail workers
had the job of moving trains to the
fence but not onto the docks. They
pull rail cars onto the feeder lines at
the rail yard and ILWU members
position the cars for loading the ships.
The ILWU work involves moving the
cars to the ship from the feeder line
and back. BC Rail workers then move
the empties away and bring loaded
cars in for the next round. The new
scheme would have moved the cars
further toward the docks and had the
rail workers take over the switching.
The ILWU resisted that and other
concessionary demands, and the
employers responded with an eightday lockout that shut down Canada's
West Coast. The standoff ended Nov.
15 with an improved contract and
ILWU jurisdiction at Vancouver
Wharves intact. The rail unions, combined into a seven-member Joint
Council of Trade Unions, issued
strong support statements for the
ILWU during the lockout.
"Through the coordination of the
BC Federation of Labour we met with
the ILWU to ensure there was a clear
understanding that we weren't seeking their work and that we would do
what we could to help the ILWU
maintain jurisdiction," said Bob
Sharpe, Chair of the United
Transportation Union for BC Rail
and Chair of the Joint Council.
"There was great solidarity shown
between the ILWU and the council of
trade unions," BC Federation of Labor
researcher Phillip Legg said. "They
weren't going to let managers pit one
union against the other."
Management was already in
cahoots, as the provincial government
owns both Vancouver Wharves and
BC Rail.
During its fight with the ILWU
the railway kept up the pressure on
its own workers. The company proposed a workforce reduction of 20
percent, longer work shifts, two-tier
wages and other takeaways. The
Joint Council refused the givebacks,
offering instead to take no retroactive
wage increases for the two years since
the contract expired and two percent
for the year beginning Jan. 1, 2000.
The 1,600 rail workers carried on
negotiations for 15 months with BC
Rail, Canada's third largest freight
railway. The company cried poverty,
even though it made $26.5($18.2 U.S.)
million in profits on revenues of $321
($221 U.S.) million. Rail workers took
a strike vote and by an 84 percent
margin decided to strike a passenger
rail run over New Years, leaving coal
and forest products alone. But the
companyjumped the gun and shut the
whole outfit down Dec. 27.
Joint Council spokesman Bill
Tieleman said the union offered to lift
its strike notice if the company would
end the lockout and come to the table,
but BC Rail rejected the offer.
The railway hauls coal to
Westshore Terminals Ltd., the largest
coal terminal on the West Coast of the
Western Hemisphere at Roberts Bank,
south of Vancouver. With a million
tons of coal on the dock the company
had prepared for the lockout.
However, when BC Rail employees
picketed their employer Dec. 30,ILWU
longshore workers refused to cross
and those in the port left the site.
"We offered them our full support
in recognition of the support they gave
us during our troubled times with our
employer," said Tom Dufresne,
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THE UNION
SEAFARERS CLUB UP AND RUNNING IN OAKLAND
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Tom Price

Harbor terminals can be desolate places. The miles of empty containers,
the huge rail yards and freeways isolate any visitor miles from the city, especially if that visitor is a sailor entering the port from the sea.
With greetings from (left to right) Paula, Evelyn, Joanna, Lay Chaplin Bob
Middleton and ITF Inspector Barn/ Binsky, there's someplace for a sailor to go
at the Port of Oakland, a real seafarers' club. Workers can make phone calls,
buy stamps and mail a letter home, grab a meal or just find a warm welcome
at the International Maritime Center.
"In 1998 there about 2,500 commercial vessel calls to Bay Area Ports,"
Middleton said. "On average, there were 18 crew on each ship, a total of
about 45,000. We met and helped a lot of them—about 8,000 in East Bay
ports alone."
The center is located where Seventh Street dead-ends into the bay at
Berth 40. Portview Park is just up the street, and the club is accessible from
many berths.
The well-lit and spacious building has room for a pool table and a small
library, a reading room and a café where hot meals and good coffee are available at a reasonable price. In the parking lot longshore Local 10's donated
basketball hoop gets the attention of dockworkers. and a van donated by the
ITF awaits seafarers for a ride into town.
Catholic, Baptist and Episcopal ministries, with offices in the building, provide religious services for seafarers. The Episcopal Diocese of California
sponsors the Bay Area Seafarers' Service in running daily operations.
The ITF provided the van and $150,000 for operations over the past few
years. Now with Middleton working full time the center is well established and
he is looking to expand hours of operations into the night and weekends.
Telephone upgrades and Internet access for sailors are in the works and a
major fundraising campaign began with the Christmas season. Donations are
being solicited.
"The thousands of seafarers and others we work with will be grateful,"
Middleton said. "In many languages they will hear what you are saying about
their dignity as human beings, and the value of the work they do."
To help out with contributions write: International Maritime Center / 4001
Seventh Street / Oakland, CA 94607, or call (510) 839-2226.
—T.P
President of ILWU-Canada. "We let
that be known to them and their
employer"
Dan Miller, British Columbia's
Premier, began hearing from such
diverse groups as the BC Federation of
Labour, the BC Chamber of Commerce
and local governments asking for an
end to the lockout.
"Miller should get McElligott(BC
Rail's CEO) on the phone and tell
him to stop fooling around,"
Tieleman said.
Westshore sought legal intervention against the picketing. More pickets showed up at Vancouver Wharves
and more long-shore workers split as
the owners ran to the courts for
injunctions. Rail workers withdrew
the pickets while provincial labor
mediator Irene Holden shuttled
between the offices of the two sides,
trying to bring them together.

With pressure building BC Rail
ended the lockout Jan.5 and the workers got an agreement that stopped the
concessions, though the exact dethils
won't be released until final member
ratification.
"We had strong support at Roberts
Bank and at Vancouver Wharves and
at all points from the ILWU," Sharpe
said. "A picket line is a picket line, as
far as ILWU members are concerned."

GRAIN SERVICES UNION ENDS STRIKE
AT AGRICORE
Workers at grain elevators in
Alberta and Manitoba, Canada voted
Dec. 6 and 7 by a narrow margin to
accept Agricore's last offer and end
their month long strike. While not a
total victory, workers achieved pay
increases, an employer contribution to
savings plans, job protection and

amnesty Although not satisfied, all 800
workers went back to the job Dec. 8.
"On key issues of seniority, pay
plans and improvements to the lowerpaid classifications, no gains were
made," said Hugh Wagner, GSU's
General Secretary. "In fact, those
areas represent major concessions."
The Grain Services Union represents 3,000 people who handle grain
storage and transportation in
Canada. Since most of the grain is
exported through British Columbia
ports and provides such a large portion of ILWU-Canada work, the GSU
affiliated with the ILWU in 1994.
Work relations have been tense
since 1998 when the merger of
Alberta Wheat Pool and Manitoba
Pool Elevators created Agricore. The
company, Canada's second largest
grain handler, is expected to do more
than $100 ($70 U.S.) million in sales
for 1999 and has bought up several
other agribusiness firms during its
two-year history. It also owns half of
Cascadia Terminals in Vancouver
with agri-giant Cargill holding the
other half, and 70 percent of Pacific
Elevator Terminals with its competitor, Saskatchewan Wheat Pool, owning the rest.
The GSU negotiated through most
of last year while the company proposed takeaways in pensions, seniority, work hours and wages. Workers in
southern Alberta facilities took a day
off for a study session Nov. 12 and
found themselves locked out. Loading
terminal workers at Legacy Junction,
a few miles from Edmon-ton, Alberta's
provincial capital, walked out Nov. 19
as the strike spread.
Many of the workers come from
the grain farming families in the
area, so the union has strong community links. Some farmers brought
supplies to the pickets and withdrew
their grain from the company in support. In Swan River, Manitoba a
farmer and a local delegate blocked
the entrance to the elevator for two
hours, preventing management and
scabs from entering.
The strike shut down grain shipments during the busy season, even
though the company was able to get a
small number of scabs into the facilities.
"We knew we were having a
tremendous impact because we saw
rail cars being pulled away empty and
we saw strike breakers fouling things
up because they didn't know how to
operate equipment," GSU staff representative Lawrence Maier said.
GSU workers traveled west to
Vancouver Nov. 26, picketing the two
Agricore terminals at the port. When
ILWU members honored the line for
two shifts the company went to court
for an injunction.
"The judge issued her order banning picketing at 10 p.m. Friday
night," GSU Local 2900 staff representative Adriane Paavo said. "It's
certainly a lesson for us in how quickly the wheels ofjustice can turn when
it's the boss who wants them to turn.
I wonder how often it is they would
stay up that late to protect the average person's interests?"
Agricore also went to court to
enjoin picketing in Manitoba after the
union held a large rally outside company headquarters in Winnipeg during the annual board meeting. When
the two sides came to an out-of-court
agreement on picketing, and a government mediator entered the talks,
a contract was finally ironed out.
The union fought off efforts at
changing work hours and maintained
overtime pay for seasonal workers, but
several matters remain unresolved.
"I'm certain all those issues will
be back on the bargaining table when
the two sides head into negotiations
in the late autumn of 2001," Wagner
said.
—TA
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Activists build on anti-WTO coalition
T
he wro protests late last year
are still reverberating in
Seattle and around the country
Prosecutions are pending for dozens
of those arrested, the City of Seattle
is investigating the police response
and numerous allegations of misconduct, and activists are working to
build on their successes and the coalition forged in the heat of the battle.
Nearly 600 people were arrested
during the week of demonstrations
against the WTO meeting Nov. 30Dec. 3. Some 470 have had their eases
dismissed, due to bad paperwork on
the arrests, lack of evidence or simply
no justifiable legal cause. A handful of
those arrested, mostly out-of-towners, opted for pre-trial diversion
because they could not afford to
return to Seattle to appear for continuing court dates.
About 70 to 100 others still face
possible prosecution. So far Seattle
City Attorney Mark Sidran has
charged 17 of those with felonies and
the rest appear to be up on misdemeanors. The Direct Action Network,
which organized many of the demonstrations, is coordinating legal
defense work with a group of attorneys. Sidran, who as an elected city
attorney can make his own decisions
on prosecutions and who refused to
negotiate the release of arrested
demonstrators, is handing out the
dismissals "without prejudice,"
meaning charges could be filed
against them again in the future.
DAN's legal team is demanding the
charges be dropped "with prejudice"
and those arrested be free and clear.
"People are gettingjacked around
in their lives for being part of a simple First Amendment demonstration," said David Solnit, a spokesman
for DAN's legal team.
DAN activists are organizing the
defense team seriously, putting
together a large group of volunteers
to back up attorneys, do jury panel
research and pack the courtrooms.
They are treating this like a major
political trial despite the fact that the
charges are mostly misdemeanors
because they don't trust Sidran.
"Sidran has spent lots of money
trying to nail individuals who didn't
do anything violent and at the same
time he's opening the city up to
future civil suits," Solnit said. "But
he's not done a thing to investigate
any of the law enforcement or government officials who are being
looked at by Amnesty International
and the ACLU for human and civil
rights violations."
One of the first people to face
trial was David Reid, a locked-out
Kaiser aluminum worker from the
United Steelworkers of America
Local 329 in Spokane,Wash. Reid was
marching with a group of WTO pro-

testers on their way to the Westin
Hotel where President Clinton and
other dignitaries were staying. The
police stopped the marchers before
they made it to the hotel and made
the announcement to disperse.
"I heard a megaphone, but in the
crowd I wasn't clear what they were
saying," Reid said. "A couple of seconds later, I was grabbed, thrown to
the ground with a couple of protesting sea turtles and carted off in a van,
booked and taken to jail where I
spent five days."
Reid said in jail he and others
were threatened and intimidated by
guards and denied healthcare and
access to an attorney for three days.
He is charged with misdemeanor failure to disperse and impeding pedestrian traffic, but he remains defiant.
"I don't believe what we were
doing was unlawful," Reid said. "We
were just expressing our freedom of
speech and right to assemble and we
were outside of the no-protest zone
when we were arrested."
Reid's attorney filed a motion to
dismiss in the interest of justice,
claiming his case was identical to
hundreds of others that were dismissed, the only difference being the
police, unlike in most of the other
cases, had a good photo of him taken
after the arrest. The judge agreed.
"This could be the basis for many
of the other cases to be dismissed,"
Solnit said.
Just days after the WTO delegates left town, the Seattle City
Council held public hearings into the
events surrounding the protests.
Hundreds of people showed up at the
Dec. 8 meeting to testify, telling personal stories of police abuse and overreaction, of civil rights violations on
the streets and in jail. At the hearing
ILWU Puget Sound organizer Paul
Bigman read a statement from ILWU
Brian
President
International
McWilliams to the council members.
"Unionists,environmentalists and
other social justice activists engaging
in nonviolent, Constitutionally protected expressions of opposition were
treated by law enforcement personnel
as if they were in a police state,"
McWilliams wrote. "The indiscriminate use of tear gas, rubber bullets,
arrests and other excessive force were
unconscionable. The imposition of the
curfew and the no-protest zone, the
inhumane treatment of those arrested
and the assault on the Capitol Hill
neighborhood were outrageous violations of people's Constitutional rights.
"This systematic suspension of
the protesters' Constitutional rights
continued at the same time the WTO
ministers in the Convention Center
were perpetrating violent acts against
workers and the environment everywhere. The ILWU hopes city officials

Protesters arrested at anti-WTO demonstrations in Seattle.
will investigate all the allegations of
governmental overreaction and police
misconduct and take appropriate
action to right these wrongs."
The City Council responded to
more than 18 hours of public testimony by launching an investigation that
may stretch into the summer. The
council has a list of 129 questions
raised by the public it wants
answered, including how the WTO
ended up in Seattle, how and what
did the city plan for the event, what
were police tactics and did local or
federal officials order the crackdown
on demonstrators, and were there
civil rights violations?
The outcome of the investigation
may seriously affect city politics,
especially the political fortunes of
Mayor Paul Schell. Already Police
Chief Norm Stamper has fallen on his
sword, resigning shortly after the
WTO meeting.
In the meantime different groups
of activists, inspired by the success of
the anti-WTO coalition, have been
gathering to try to keep the momentum going. The largest one has been
meeting in the local Teamster hall. At
its meeting Jan. 9 some 125 people
attended. They broke down into their
constituency groups—labor, environmentalists, students, faith groups,
artists, farmers, fair trade advocates,
neighborhood groups, homeless advocates, Direct Action Network
activists—and elected representatives for a steering committee. With
the ILVVU's reputation as a leader in
the movement, former IBU Puget
Sound patrolman Jeff Engels was
selected as labor's representative on
the steering committee. But with
Engels shipping out other labor
activists are stepping forward.
The King County Central Labor
Council that played an important role
in the WTO organizing in Seattle is
working with the coalition, adding a
strong labor component to it, and

joining DAN in the legal defense
efforts.
"We were doing some coalition
work before the WTO, but now it's
much broader and deeper," Ron Judd,
secretary-treasurer of the Labor
Council, said. "We want to figure out
how we don't go back to where we were
before, but how we come out at a
heightened level to where we can move
more stuff We're all trying to figure
out what is the most effective way to
continue the work. We're getting into
some real strategic planning."
In other activities anti-globalization activists also will be attending
the Open World Conference of
Workers in Defense of Trade Union
Independence and Democratic Rights
in San Francisco Feb. 11-14. For more
information call 415-641-8616 or visit
www.owc iCuigc.org.
Others are planning the next big
round of demonstrations against the
World Bank and International Monetary Fund when they hold their conferences in Washington, D.C. April 16
and 17. Also being planned in the Bay
Area is a mass action in the San
Francisco financial district May 1.
For more information on how to
plug into the ongoing activities contact:
San Francisco Bay Area; Global
Exchange 415-255-7296 ext. 254
or juliette@ globalexchange.org
Southern California: Southern
California Fair Trade Network
323-931-3669 or
lsandrah@ aol.com
San Diego: San Diego MAI Alert
619-463-0721 or brow@earthlink.net
Portland:
WTO Action 503-228-6389 ext.44
The DAN legal group is seeking
donations to keep its operations going.
Make checks payable to the DAN
Legal Team, PO. Box 95113, Seattle,
WA 98145.
-Steve Stallone

international days of action against the li'VTO
the tear gas cleared from
Seattle's streets last December
new international movement
appeared through the mists, connected around the globe by the personal
bonds formed under fire and a little
help from the Internet and independent media.
Most of the world, however, had
to rely on the corporate-dominated
media for WTO information, and the
news of actions in any one country
often stopped at the borders, if it got
reported at all.
Overseas the British Broadcasting Corporation reported on the success of the demonstrators in deepening the divisions between Third World

As

countries and the dominant industrialized countries that ultimately caused
the failure of the talks. However, the
BBC's corporate bias appeared in its
banner headline:"The Battle For Free
Trade," used as a running headline
throughout WTO coverage on television and the Internet.
"Riot police have clashed with
anti-capitalist demonstrators in
Central London," the BBC reported.
About 1,000 people rallied Nov. 30 at
London's Euston Station to protest
the WTO and the privatization of
British Rail. Railtrack, the new company, has been criticized for safety cutbacks that have caused several fatal
accidents. The demonstration includ-

ed families with children and was cosponsored by the ITF-affiliated Rail,
Maritime and Transport Union.
Violence erupted when 150 people
broke away and burned a police van.
Police then went after everybody and
arrested 40. Seven people were hospitalized. London construction workers
protested the VVTO's attempt to lift
Britain's ban on asbestos imports at
the Canadian Embassy and students
protested the privatization of student
aid in other actions.
Squatters occupied WTO headquarters in Geneva Nov. 16 under the
banner of "Self Management!"
Protests continued while the city government passed a "WTO Free Zone"

resolution. Approximately 2,000 farmers and 3,000 city dwellers occupied
Geneva's financial district Nov. 27.
Some 5,000 French farmers
brought innumerable sheep, ducks
and goats to the Eiffel Tower Nov. 25,
to make the point against WTO's
destruction of family farms and food
safety laws. In all an estimated
75,000 people took part in actions
against globalization in France, with
labor well represented. French farmers and workers also had contingents
at the Seattle demonstrations.
Jose Bove, a sheep farmer and
Peasant Union leader who drove his
tractor through a McDonald's in
continued on page 12
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history of past
Sidney Roger:A Liberal Journalist on the Air two Longshore Division leaders who were veterans
and on the Waterfront: Labor and Political of the 1934 strike; David Jenkins, an important
Issues, 1932-1990. Interviews conducted by Julie ILWU figure with political influence far beyond the
Gordon Shearer in 1989-1990. Introduction by union; and Norman Leonard, a labor lawyer who
Jessica Milford. Regional Oral History Office, The often represented the ILWU and was active for years
Bancroft Library, University of California, in the legal defense of Harry Bridges. Pioneer Local
Berkeley, 1994. Two Volumes, xxii, 1053 pp., hard 6 organizer Paul Heide and Bulcke were also interviewed briefly as part of a major ROHO project on
bound, indexed, $185 plus $8 shipping.
former California governor and Supreme Court
Chief Justice Earl Warren.
Reviewed by Harvey Schwartz
Editor, MU Oral History Project
Roger was born in Paris in 1914 of
magine that it is 1967 and you are Sidney Roger,
Lithuanian
and Russian Jewish parents
the editor of The Dispatcher. You are in Washingin
the
radical Eastern European trasteeped
y
ton, D.C., to help ILWU President Harry Bridges
dition
of
their
generation.
He absorbed their left
lobby against America's military involvement in
Vietnam. During one exciting 24-hour period you political vision, but always had serious reservations
confer with Oregon Senator Mark Hatfield, a friend about the Communist Party, especially following a
of the ILWU and a critic of the war; listen to your 1932 trip to the Soviet Union, where he found what
legendary boss try to convince generals at the he interpreted as a caste system embedded in the
Pentagon that their Southeast Asia policy is wrong; new classless society.
Commenting on the Communist Party in his
and then get to meet John L. Lewis, the famous
oral
history, Roger told his interviewer, Julie
long-time president ofthe United Mine Workers and
Shearer,
"I never could stomach the doctrinaire
founder of CIO.
business.
I never liked the catechisms that went
Sid Roger's life was full of exciting days like
that. Over a long and sometimes tumultuous pub- with it."
As to his own position, he explained,"There's a
lic career, he routinely met and worked with the
certain
kind of left which isn't Communist Party
greats, from Black leaders like Paul Robeson,
left.
I'm
on the left, but a non-Communist Party
WE.B. DuBois and Rosa Parks to political figures
left."
like Norman Thomas and Henry A. Wallace.
Roger's parents immigrated to the United
Roger's lengthy oral history abounds with stories
States
when he was still a child. They found their
about his dealings with these and other celebrated
way
to
Los Angeles, where Roger grew up in Boyle
and accomplished people.
Heights,
a largely Jewish working-class district in
It was obvious to everyone who knew him that
Roger himself was a person of many talents and the 1920s. He attended U.C. Berkeley from 1934 to
interests. He was frequently thought of as a true 1938 and then embarked upon his career as a news
renaissance man. A versatile actor trained at the commentator. One of the first pieces Roger wrote
University of California, Berkeley in the 1930s, for radio was a sarcastic commentary about Fritz
Roger was in turn a widely known radio broadcast- Wiedemann, Nazi Germany's Consul General in
er with a remarkable voice, a prominent fundraiser San Francisco who was courted by the city's high
and public speaker for numerous left and liberal society at the end of the 1930s.
In the early 1940s, after America entered
causes, a gifted journalist and a skilled waterfront
World
War II, Roger attained wide prominence as
worker.
For much of this extraordinary life, Roger was the voice of America in the Pacific while broadcastalso closely associated with the ILWU. He labored ing for the Office of War Information (ova). He
in defense of Harry Bridges and other ILWU lead- was especially well known and highly regarded in
ers indicted during the McCarthy period, did radio the Philippine Islands. By 1943 he was speaking
shows for the union, wrote for and ultimately edit- out on the radio against racism and segregation.
ed The Dispatcher and was a long-time member of This was a theme he would emphasize throughout
ILWU marine clerks' Local 34 on the San Francisco his life. In the late 1950s and early 1960s he often
did volunteer programs for Berkeley's radio station
waterfront.
The Regional Oral History Office (ROHO) of KPFA in support of the Civil Rights movement.
During 1945, the last year of the World War II,
the Bancroft Library at the University of
California, Berkeley, finished transcribing Roger's Roger covered the founding of the United Nations
extensive taped recollections in 1994, shortly in San Francisco for the OW!. He initially had high
before his death at the age of 80. This remarkable hopes for the UN as the embodiment of much that
testimony, covering a thousand pages in two hefty the U. S. had fought for since 1941. He was disilluvolumes, is the most recently completed oral histo- sioned quickly when the Cold War began and the
UN proved not to be a harbinger of peace, harmory in ROHO's distinguished series on the ILWU.
Other lengthy works in the ROHO collection ny and freedom from oppression.
Also in 1945, when he was still with the OWI
that focus on ILWU people include the memories of
Louis Goldblatt, the union's renowned Secretary- and not yet directly associated with the ILWU,
Treasurer; Germain Bulcke and Henry Schmidt, Roger experienced his first run-in with red-baiters.

I

Sid Roger in production for The Dispatcher.

Sidne

He was accused
of having been
"prematurely
anti-fascist" for
the strong antiNazi stance he
had taken before
the war. In those
days,saying someone had been
"prematurely
anti-fascist" was
like calling that
person a Communist, a form of
guilt by associaaccusers
tion
found handy for
condemning
people who happened to be
long-term antiThe
fascists.
charge was easy
to make because
the American
Communist Party had criticized
Nazi Germany
in the severest
terms between
the mid-1930s
and 1939.
It did not
matter that Roger
had been beaten
up by Hitler
Youth members
while on a visit
to Germany in
1932, the year
before the Nazis
took power, and
that his anti-fascism was personal and heartfelt as well as
During
early.
1945 he was Sid Roger
investigated by
the FBI and the
State Depart-ment. Then he was denied a passport
to visit the Philippines for, ironically, the federal
government's own OWL This was a great disappointment to Roger. The Philippines had just been
liberated from Japanese military occupation, and
Roger was excited about the possibility of visiting
the people he had been broadcasting to and encouraging throughout the war.
After the war northern California's CIO
unions, including the ILWU, funded a labor news
show on KGO Radio featuring Roger as the broadcaster and commentator. The program
achieved a large following in the latter
1940s,just before the era of TV's dominance.
In a statement that reveals much
about the man, Roger told Shearer, "I
was so proud that labor unions would
offer to sponsor me. I was the kind of
guy to whom money was less important
than these things I believe in so strongly, which included the labor movement.
I didn't want to work for commercial
people. I think I considered the labor
movement the organization most likely
to change American life for the better
for everyone."
Unfortunately, the red scare of the
late 1940s and early 1950s proved costly to Roger. In 1947 California state
Senator Jack Tenney publicly read a
list of Roger's friends and colleagues
and then labelled him a Communist by
association. In response Roger asked
to testify before Tenney's notorious
California state Senate Committee on
Un-American Activities. When his
request was granted he tried to condemn Tenney's tactics while defending
his own record.
Roger felt he argued well at his
Tenney Committee appearance, which
he vividly described. Yet he pointed out
that it was very difficult then to protect yourself from ongoing trouble
once you had been labelled "a
Communist" by one of the era's anti-
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radical political
coramittees.
Such committees,
Roger
argued, did not
have to grant
"the accused"
the
standard
legal protection
afforded by a
court procedure.
He convincingly characterized the abuse
of power of
committees
like Tenney's.
"I think this
generation may
not realize how
much
power
there was," he
told his interviewer. "They
could
silence
you, deny you
due
process,
toss you out [of
a hearing], and
you couldn't do
much about it."
In
19491950 the CIO
purged its most
militant member
unions,
including the
ILWU,
for
alleged Communist
influences. Roger
lost his CIO
radio sponsorship
around
the same time.
He was, of
course, held to
be "guilty by
Otto Hagel association"
again. Like the
ILWU, which
had acted a-gainst the dictates of national CIO
leaders, Roger had supported Henry A. Wallace's
Independent Progressive Party (IPP) presidential
candidacy in 1948.
The fiercely contested 1948 presidential election
ended with Harry Truman, the Democratic nominee, upsetting Thomas Dewey, the heavily favored
Republican standard-bearer. Wallace, who had
served as Vice-President under Franklin D.
Roosevelt (1941-1945), ran on the IPP's anti-Cold
War "third party" platform that called for peace
with the Soviet Union overseas and full employment
and an end to racism at home.
During the '48 campaign Roger traveled widely
as one of Wallace's chief fund-raisers. His description ofthat experience is especially rich in depth and
detail. Roger was there throughout as Wallace visited union hills and spoke movingly to groups of
workers across the country Wallace, Roger also
emphasizes pointedly, was the only presidential candidate to walk an ILWU picket line during the 1948
longshore strike.
Roger argues that, unlike many pro-Wallace
left-liberals, including some key leaders of the
ILWU, he sensed during the campaign that Wallace
had no real chance of winning. In November, when
it finally came time to vote, Roger admits that
while he had the utmost respect for Wallace, he
cast his own ballot for Truman since he hated the
idea of seeing the decidedly conservative Dewey
elected president.
In July 1950 the influential conservative faction of longshore Local 10 convinced its members
to withdraw their support,from Roger and his radio
show because, like Harry Bridges, Roger publicly
criticized America's entry into the Korean War. He
argued that the South Korean regime being aided
by the United States was not a democracy and
agreed with Bridges that the UN should have tried
to settle the dispute without the involvement of
American military personnel.
This proved a minority position in America,
even among ILWU people who by and large supported the war. Roger was quite shocked by the
extreme backlash that followed. Soon his KG0
labor radio program itself was cancelled and, as
with many people smeared and hounded in the

McCarthy period, Roger found himself "blacklist- 1949 Hawaiian longshore strike. The imprisoned
ed" from mainstream employment.
unionists were allowed out each morning to work
So when ILWU leaders Harry Bridges, Vice- on the waterfront. So every day the union provided
President J.R.(Bob)Robertson and Henry Schmidt them with round trip taxi service, had them taken
were indicted in the early 1950s, Roger went to to a restaurant for breakfast, and provided them
work raising tens of thousands of dollars for their with a high quality box lunch.
defense. He also began making special broadcasts
As Roger told his interviewer, "This was the
for the union, writing part-time for The union way of telling these guys they're appreciated."
Dispatcher, and working intermittently on the San Stories like that are usually available only through
Francisco waterfront as a ships' clerk.
oral histories or memoirs.
During this phase of his career Roger wrote a
As an insider, Roger also offers his assessment
famous pamphlet entitled The Law and Harry of the old question of Bridges' alleged Communist
Bridges (1952), helped produce The Everlasting Party membership.
Bridges Case (1955), and eventually drafted
"I can't believe that he was ever a member of
Dispatcher columns for Bridges and Robertson. By the Communist Party because I think he was too
1963 he was acting editor of The Dispatcher, where smart for that," Roger said. "I think the party
he was now employed full-time. He was appointed wouldn't have him anyway, because he'd be telling
editor in 1966 following the retirement of Morris them what to do. He would, too. That doesn't mean
Watson, the paper's esteemed founding journalist, that he didn't follow Communist Party precepts at
times. Not because he was a Communist, but
and served in that post until 1972.
In telling his story Roger commented at length because many of these precepts were perfectly good
about topics ranging from his own personal family trade unionism. One of them might well have been
difficulties and those of Harry Bridges to the coming the idea of eliminating racism."
of containerization on the waterfront. He recalled
Roger has much to say about the personalities
the ILWU's pioneering efforts in the health, welfare and actions of various historic ILWU leaders,
and retirement fields with its early Kaiser medical including Bridges, Louis Goldblatt, Bob Robertson,
coverage and its pensions for longshoremen Henry Schmidt and Hawaii's Jack Hall.
achieved in the early 1950s. These gains Roger charRoger also relates that Bridges was quite disacterized as astounding at the time, since they came pleased with his Dispatcher coverage of the 1971
longshore strike. Although Roger resisted, Bridges
in an era when workers rarely had such benefits.
Roger also described the social, economic and forced him out of his post as Dispatcher editor in
political transformation of Hawaii that the ILWU 1972. Roger then returned to the waterfront to finbrought to the islands in the late 1940s and early ish his working career as a Local 34 member.
Like the other ROHO volumes on the ILWU,
1950s after decades of feudalistic rule by the territory's "Big Five" companies. He observed that Roger's oral history is a valuable resource. It certransformation in process himself during the tainly captures a sense of time and place while
1950s, when he was in Hawaii to do radio broad- adding valuable information about the union to the
casts for the union.
historic record. There are, though, a few quirks
Roger credits Bridges and the ILWU Longshore that one can point to. Now and then questions and
Division's elected representatives with wisely fac- answers are repeated in almost the same words,
ing up to the problems of containerization and and once in a while the text will jump back and
mechanization in the late 1950s, and then demo- forth between topics. Sometimes the interviewer
cratically arriving at a unified position from which allows Roger to go on too long about well-docuto negotiate an acceptable compromise with the mented general aspects of the ILWU's history
employers. He goes into great depth on these issues when the focus should be on Roger's own unique
while tracing the development ofthe union's policy experience. A little more editing might have elimifroin the 1957 Longshore Caucus in Portland, nated these relatively minor problems.
Oregon, through the conclusion of the landmark
Perhaps more important,one occasionally wonMechani-zation and Modernization Agreement ders about the accuracy of Roger's sometimes opin(M&M)of 1960.
ionated assessment of various ILWU personalities
On the other hand, Roger is especially good at and events. Yet the utility of Roger's oral history
describing the experience of waterfront work in the far outweighs this reservation. Without a doubt it
pre-container, break-bulk cargo days. There is rich remains a welcome addition to the available literadetail here about his first day at work, about his ture on the union.
getting accepted on the 'front, and about the
demands of cargo handling itself: He got his Local The volumes in ROHO's ILWU collection can be
found in the ILWU Library at the International
34 "A" membership book, he notes, in 1956.
Roger also excels when describing the powerful office in San Francisco, at the Bancroft Library, UC
sense of community among longshore gang mem- Berkeley, and at the Dept. of Special Collections,
bers before containerization that was traditionally UCLA. For information on ordering volumes, write
based on mutual protection and teamwork, some- to the Regional Oral History Office, 486 Library,
times on ethnicity or politics, and almost always on University of California, Berkeley CA 94720.
a healthy dose of humor (Sid's nickname on the waterfront, naturally, was
"Radio" Roger). He is good, too, at
characterizing the stress suffered by
many veteran longshoremen when
mechanization was first introduced,
and old rhythms of working with partners or in established gangs were suddenly destroyed.
In another vein, Roger's portrayal
of the ILWU's Bridges-RobertsonSchmidt defense during "the BRS
trial," as it was popularly known during 1950-53, provides a good example of
the value of this interview and of oral
history in general. As an insider, Roger
recreates the mood of the defendants
and their lawyers while tracing how the
defense team's strategy evolved. He
also credits ILWU Secretary-Treasurer
Louis Goldblatt with keeping the
International cohesive while Bridges
was preoccupied. This is not information available in traditional documents
like trial transcripts and newspaper
coverage. Thus Roger's oral history
account is must reading for anyone
interested in the full story of the
famous BRS trial.
Roger tells another story about the
ILWU's early days in Hawaii not typical
of those found in mainstream sources
or official documents that reveals how
close-knit the rank and file was. Roger
describes how several ILWU men were
jailed for fighting with scabs during the The journalist at work.

Dispatcher Me photo

ispatcher editor joins ILWU collection
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IEB endorses Gore, prepares for Convention
Meeting in Seattle Dec. 1 and 2 to
participate in WTO protests, the
ILWU's International Executive
Board took actions for the union's
immediate future.
With presidential primaries coming early this year in both California
and Washington State, the Board had
to make a decision at this meeting.
After reviewing the records of the
major candidates, the Board decided
to endorse Vice-President Al Gore
(see President McWilliams' explanation on page 5).
Looking forward to the union's

International Convention next May,
the Board adopted a budget proposal
by the Titled Officers and the
Trustees for the International's operations for the next three years to
bring to the Convention's delegates.
The proposal continues and strengthens the union's organizing program
and takes. into account modest
increases anticipated over that time.
To make ends meet, the budget proposes a small, progressive increase in
per capita paid by members (see
Statement of Policy below).
The Board also passed a resolu-

tion contributing $2,000 towards the
erection of a statue of ILWU
International President Emeritus
Harry Bridges at the plaza named
after him on the San Francisco waterfront (see below). The resolution also
encourages all ILWU locals, regions,
affiliates and individual members to
contribute to the statute.
In a house-cleaning action, the
Board amended the language in
Article III of the International
Constitution on the union's objectives
to include sexual orientation among
the list of non-discrimination in the

ILWU and to change the term "sex"
to "gender"(see below). The changes
were suggested by the Powell's Books
workers back when they were shopping for a union to join and reviewing
the ILWU's Constitution.
passed
also
Board
The
Statements of Policy commending
ILWU Local 34's Frank Billeci for a
long career and service to the union
and another calling for on President
Clinton to grant amnesty to framed
American Indian activist Leonard
Peltier.

Statements of Policies
STATEMENT OF POLICY ON
FRANK BILLECI
Frank Billedi started work on the
waterfront in 1955 and soon thereafter became a member of ILWU
Local 34. From his early days as a
member of Local 34 Frank took an
active role in the activities of the
Local and the labor movement in the
San Francisco Bay Area. Like many
committed trade unionists, Frank
donated countless hours and limitless
energy to the ILWU and progressive
causes.
Throughout his forty-plus year
career with the ILWU, Frank has
served on nearly every committee and
has held nearly every elected office in
Local 34, including numerous terms
as its President. He has served on
several long-shore industry negotiating committees effectively representing the clerks locals and the whole
division. Frank has also represented
the Northern California locals as a
member of the International
Executive Board. On the IEB, he was
a trustee whose function was to oversee the finances of the International;
he served in a similar capacity for the
Coast Committee.
In the early 1990s the longshore
division ran into a jurisdictional beef
with USS Posco—a steel operation in
Pittsburg, CA co-owned by US Steel
and Pohang Steel of Korea. Frank
worked on this project building coalitions, testifying before government
agencies, and in general being a thorn
in the side of USS Posco. After two
years an agreement was reached with
USS Posco protecting the jurisdiction
of the longshore division.
Frank is well respected for his
thoroughness and thoughtful input to
the policies and directions of the
union. He always put the interest of
the Union as a whole ahead of any
other group. In heated debates on significant issues, he would often cut
through the periphery and focus on
critical points. His honesty and
integrity are beyond reproach and are
examples to guide all trade unionists.
Today, December 1, 1999, Frank
is officially retired from the ILWU.
His retirement is well deserved and
will allow him to spend more time
with his wife, Joan, and his family.
Frank, above all, is first a loyal family man and second, a dedicated trade
unionist. The International Executive Board of the International
Longshore and Warehouse Union
thanks Frank for his many years of
conscientious work for workers in
general and the ILWU in particular
As importantly, we wish Frank, Joan
and his family a long and healthy
retirement.

STATEMENT OF POLICY ON
LEONARD PELTIER
Leonard Peltier, a leader in the
American Indian Movement (AIM),

has spent 23 years in Prison for
crimes he did not commit.
On June 26, 1975 FBI agents
Jack Coler and Ronald Williams
entered the Pine Ridge reservation in
South Dakota, allegedly seeking a
suspect in the theft of a pair of boots.
Witnesses gave conflicting reports of
how a shoot out began, but at the end
the two FBI agents and a young
Indian named Joe Stuntz were dead.
The FBI arrested Peltier and three
other MM members, Jimmy Eagle,
Darrelle Butler and Bob Robideau.
The death of Stuntz was not investigated; and Butler and Robideau pled
self-defense and were acquitted. The
government dropped charges against
Eagle and concentrated all efforts on
prosecuting Peltier, who the FBI had
previously targeted with its notorious
COINTELPRO program.
The judge, Paul Benson, refused
to allow evidence of self-defense or
information from the acquittals of the
other AIM members. Peltier was convicted and sentenced to two consecutive life terms. According to the
Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals,
Peltier's trial and previous appeals
had been riddled with FBI misconduct and judicial impropriety, including coercion of witnesses, perjury, fabrication of evidence, and the suppression of evidence that could have
proved his innocence. The court
called the FBI's misconduct "a clear
abuse of the investigative process,"
yet it ruled against a new trial
because it was "reluctant to impute
further improprieties to [the FBI]."
Since then documents obtained
through the Freedom of Information
Act have revealed that ballistics tests
were falsified to prove that the casings found at the murder scene
matched Peltier's gun and the government has admitted that it cannot
prove who killed the FBI agents. Yet
Peltier continues to be denied parole
or even proper medical care and nearly died a couple of years ago from the
lack of treatment.
The ILWU joins with Amnesty
International and human rights groups around the world in calling for
Peltier's release and a complete pardon from President Clinton.

WHEREAS: The City and County
of San Francisco and the Port of San
Francisco have recognized Bridges'
historic importance to the city by
naming the new plaza on the waterfront after him; and
WHEREAS: The Committee for
Harry Bridges Plaza plans to erect a
statute of Harry Bridges in the new
plaza and needs funds for the project;
THEREFORE BE IT
RESOLVED: That the ILWU
International Executive Board will
donate $2,000 to the statute; and BE
IT FURTHER
RESOLVED: That the International Executive Board encourage
all ILWU locals, regions, affiliates and
individual members to also contribute and send donations to:
The Committee for Harry Bridges
Plaza
PO.Box 475787
San Francisco, CA 94147-5787.

STATEMENT OF POLICY ON PER
CAPITA AND THE INTERNATIONAL
BUDGET FOR 2000 THROUGH 2002

The Titled Officers and the
Trustees recommend the International Executive Board adopt the
attached budget and per capita
increase and recommend it to the
International Convention to govern
the International's operation for the
2000 - 2002 budget cycle. Adoption of
this budget by the International
Convention will carry with it the recommended per capita increase as
noted below.
This budget continues and
strengthens the International's
organizing and education programs.
Over 31% of the budget is dedicated
to the Organizing Department in
keeping with the 1997 Convention
policy that a minimum of 30% of our
income be dedicated to organizing.
The 31% does not include support
organizing receives from other
departments of the International that
would substantially raise the percentage of budgeted money dedicated to
organizing. In addition to the current
organizing staff, this budget provides
for additional clerical and media relations support for our organizing
work.
The budget takes into account
RESOLUTION GIVING FINANCIAL
increases in materials, supmodest
SUPPORT TO THE STATUE AT THE
plies, services, wages and benefit
HARRY BRIDGES PLAZA
costs that are anticipated over the
WHEREAS: Harry Bridges was a next three years. The budget also
founder of the ILWU and the union's includes allowances for an increase in
the Officers and Staff Pension Plan to
President from 1934 to 1977; and
WHEREAS: Harry Bridges was bring the benefits of that pension
one of the greatest labor leaders in plan in line with those of the ILWUPMA Pension Plan covering our longAmerican history; and
WHEREAS: Recognizing and shore division workers.(There will be
remembering Bridges' commitment a separate Statement of Policy on the
to the working class principles of sol- Officers and Staff Pension Plan.)
The work of the International has
idarity and democracy is important
for the future of the ILWU and the increased dramatically in recent
years due to greater demands from
labor movement; and

the locals and due to more complex
and time-consuming government
requirements. To address this, the
budget provides for an additional
clerical worker. There are no additions to the administrative staff.
In order to fund this budget a per
capita increase will be necessary. The
Titled Officers and Trustees recommend that the per capita rates for the
first two lower levels be increased by
$0.25 and that the highest level be
increased by $2.00 effective May,
payable with the June 2000 per capita payment. This increase would raise
the $5.25 rate to $5.50; the $10.25
rate to $10.50 and the $15.25 rate to
$17.25. This increase, we believe,
takes into account the diverse financial situations of the different divisions of the ILWU. Again, the longshore division and those members
earning a high rate of pay are being
asked to carry a greater financial
responsibility for the operation of the
International Union.
Finally, this budget and per capita increase does provide for our continued participation in the political
process by providing the maximum
contributions to our Political Action
Fund in the two elections years in
this budget cycle (2000 and 2002) and
a partial contribution in 2001.

STATEMENT OF POLICY ON
DISCRIMINATION AND SEXUAL
ORIENTATION
The ILWU has, from its very first
days, been a union open to people
regardless of religion, race, creed,
color, sex, political affiliation or
nationalities. Our willingness to take
into the ILWU family anyone within
its jurisdiction has benefited the
ILWU and all its members. This openness has attracted workers into the
ILWU, was a key component of our
successful organizing in Hawaii during the 1940s and later, and allowed
us to remain unified in the face of
employer and government attacks
against the Union.
The International's Constitution
should be amended to prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. While we recognize that this
may be controversial among some
members of the ILWU, this change is
absolutely consistent with our tradition of treating all workers fairly and
equally. Therefore, we recommend
that Article III of the International
Constitution be amended to read as
follows (additions are underlined and
deletions are lined out)
Article III, Objectives.
The objectives of the organization
are:
"First, to unite in one organization, regardless of religion, race,
creed, color, sex gender, sexual preference, political affiliation or nationality all workers within the jurisdiction
of this International; ...”
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LAXT WIN WORTH THE WAIT
A gutsy group of guys exercising
their right to organize foiled the plan
to run the Los Angeles Export
Terminal with non-union labor—and
in doing so, plugged the biggest hole
in ILWU jurisdiction in Southern
California. By the narrowest of margins, "backlands" workers at the coal
export facility voted Jan. 16-17 to join
the reactivated allied division of longshore Local 13.
"This is completing full circle
what we set out to do," clerks Local
63 Vice President Peter Peyton said.
"It's a gigantic victory"
Four years ago, as a member of
Local 13, Peyton joined ILWU's allout fight against LAXT's threat to
union jobs at the Port of Los Angeles.
This was bigger than the usual battle
for jurisdiction: LAXT stood for
creeping privatization of the port.
At its 120-acre facility on
Terminal Island, LAXT receives coal
and petroleum coke from the Western
U.S. for shipment to energy-hungry
Asian countries like Japan, South
Korea and Taiwan. The Los Angeles
Harbor Commission bankrolled the
startup of the LAXT Corporation and
owns 13 percent of the stock. More
than three dozen American and
Japanese corporate investors own the
rest. No other port venture in ILWU
territory uses such a mix of public
and private funds.
The construction contract for
LAXT went to a non-union contractor,
sending one danger signal. Then in
November 1995 the LAXT Corp.
awarded the contract to run the terminal to the non-union Savage Industries.
This happened just months after
500 Liverpool dockers got the sack
and began putting the dangers of privatization on the world map. The
ILWU wasted no time and spared no
resource in getting on the case.
Hundreds of members rallied, picketed,lobbied, negotiated and closed the
ports. The union successfully sued to
force LAXT to open its meetings to
the public. It worked with a coalition
of environmental and community
groups to push the Air Quality
Management District to investigate
the danger posed by open piles of
petroleum coke.
These efforts culminated in
LAXT being ordered to cover the coke
piles and the ILWU getting the dockside jobs. But the "backlands" workers—those who unloaded the coal and
coke from trains and trucks for transfer to ships—had to get the union in
by the long route.
The organizing committee at
Savage knew what they were up,
against. Some members still remembered when the company busted the
Teamsters local at a Wilmington
trucking company in the early '90s.
Managers at the family-owned company from the right-to-work state of
Utah made no secret of their distaste
for unions.
But poor pay and the company's
resistance to taking safety seriously
moved the workers to call the ILWU.
Even though Savage cross-trains
workers to do several jobs, they still
earn far below longshore scale, according to committee member John Regas.
Heavy-equipment operators at Savage
start out making $15 or $16 per hour,
for example, while base wage for
ILWU workers doing the dockside
work at LAXT is $26.68 per hour.
"Being in construction, this is the
first place I've worked without incentives," said committee member Keith
Rowell. "There's no set procedure for
raises or reviews."
Savage schedules workers for 12hour shifts, two days on and two days
off, or three days on and three days
off—but only began paying overtime
after the union election petition was
filed. Workers get no sick days and
only skimpy vacations.
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On the DMS picket line during the first day of the strike.
Some workers saw safety as an
even more pressing issue. Not quite a
year after LAXT opened, one man
was killed and another paralyzed for
life when a 200-foot petroleum coke
rotary stacker fell on them. Workers
had complained about the machine,
saying it was jerking and vibrating
and making noise.
The families of the men killed
and injured have lawsuits pending
against LAXT and Savage. Since that
accident one man suffered a hernia
and one nearly got his head crushed
because of malfunctioning equipment, according to Rowell. The manager of safety and regulatory compliance quit last fall and the company
has yet to replace him.
Despite the dangers, people still
thought the company would do the
right thing, committee member
Monte Carter said. "If the company
did all the things they said they'd do,
they'd be a great company. But
they've lied, lied, lied."
Once the union election petition
was filed, they turned to lying about
the ILWU. They hired a Tenneseebased union-buster and laid on the
scare tactics. Shift supervisors buttonholed guys for one-on-one talks
out in the field, and everyone got
hauled in to at least one mandatory
mass meeting each week, where nearly every manager in the place stood
looking on with folded arms.
"You'd walk into a manager-lined
room—they were like wallpaper all
the way around," Carter said. "It
made an intimidating forum."
At the meetings the company
showed old footage of violent strikes
and spread misinformation about
ILWU dues and procedures. Over and
over it told the workers Local 13
would just take their jobs and put
them in the hiring hall. The local
invited workers to several meetings
at the hall to set the record straight.
"Most of the people we talked to
had doubts, but after we talked they
seemed receptive," Local 13 President Mike Freese said. "Yesterday
this guy was in, he was one of the
toughest nuts to crack. But we
showed him his job rights, black and
white in the Constitution. He said,
'I'm changing my mind. I'm voting
union.'"
Fear almost won. The ILWU
squeaked in on a 20-18 vote with 100
percent turnout and no challenges. In
the aftermath of the vote count, one
manager ran raving into the break
room."It's not over yet," he screamed.

Torn Price

At press time, the election had
not yet been certified, so everyone
wasjust taking a deep breath. But the
vote put some fears to rest.
"People who voted `no' are coming
out and asking questions," Rowell said.
"Before they were so scared of losing
their jobs they couldn't hear any of the
information. I think when we go to the
table, we'll have a strong majority"
—Marcy Rein

DMS COURIERS TAKE
A WILDCAT RIDE
More than 40 couriers at the San
Francisco branch of Dispatch Management Service (DMS) staged a five-day
wildcat action starting Jan. 12.
Inspiring, exhausting and sometimes
violent, the story of the longest-ever
messenger strike is still unrolling.
"The strike showed how vital we
are to the company," bike messenger
Stephen Gordy said. "It shows management we're serious."
Frustration had been brewing
since multinational DMS gobbled up
nine successful San Francisco companies two years ago.
DMS promised to improve pay
and maintain benefits. Instead, it set
up a "Universal Payout Grid"(UPG)
that sliced pay and made it nearly
impossible for couriers to tell if they
were being cheated. The company
forced hourly drivers to work for
commissions and buy the company
trucks. Staff began to leave. Those
remaining got the squeeze.
Several times over the next year
workers petitioned and met with
management seeking changes in the
UPG. They demanded union recognition and staged a three-hour strike
that won reinstatement of a demoted
co-worker.
Nothing helped for long. Experienced riders and union activists left
and the company hired more than a
dozen new riders to further dilute
union strength.
Within months the "rookies" got
fed up and began organizing. Then a
respected dispatcher quit, disgusted
with the company, and several workers overheard newbie manager Terry
Hird calling bike messengers morons.
That was it.
"We hit them quick, without
warning," said bike messenger Aaron
Hackett, a key organizer. The surprise strike shut the company tight
that first day.
All 39 bikes stayed out, as did a
handful of drivers. Other drivers only
learned of the action when they

reported for work. Some joined the
picket line for a while before heading
home. Those who stayed on the road—
a majority of the 100-some drivers
doing out-of-town deliveries—reported light workloads and frequently
jammed radios. The strike cut business by 90 percent, said one office
worker.
The strikers presented management with a dozen demands, including a 35 percent increase in payouts,
revision of the UPG, a $15 per hour
minimum wage for couriers and office
workers alike, hazard pay for rainy
days, and sick days, holidays and
vacation days.
"We just want basic things so people can live, make a fair wage for hard
and dangerous work," said bike messenger Natasha Dedrick, another
organizer.
The DMS workers insisted on
independence, planning and directing
the action themselves. ILWU organizers stood by in support.
The company dispatched a vice
president from its New York headquarters to deal. He met with the
strikers Thursday morning, promising an answer in a few hours. Most of
the drivers went back to work by
noon. Despite that and fitful rain,
strikers remained optimistic.
"Management seemed conciliatory," Hackett said. "They said they'd
work on some of our demands."
Strike talk electrified the San
Francisco Bike Messenger Assn.
(SFBMA) meeting that night, with
everyone wanting to know how they
could help. A dozen pledged to join
the picket line on Monday, Martin
Luther King, Jr. Day.
But management remained silent.
By Friday, the two sides hit standoff.
The company wouldn't talk till the
strikers came back, and the strikers
refused to quit before they talked.
Mid-morning on King Day a melee
erupted when a non-striking worker
started to swing at Dedrick and
Howard Williamsjumped in to protect
her. Williams serves as president of the
SFBMA and a member of the negotiating committee at UltraEx, the first
courier company to vote in the ILWU.
Strikebreakers lurking in the
parking lot pulled out a three-footlong garage-door spring. More bodies
joined the fracas. Someone came from
behind and threw a sucker punch at
Williams, fracturing his jaw. (He'll be
out of work for close to a month. Out
of respect for his injury in the line of
solidarity, longshore Local 10 passed
the hat and collected $625 at its
January meeting. Clerks Local 34
made a $1000 donation.)
The strikers hung tight for
another day, then went back to work.
Management promised to talk, then
backed off and simply said they would
consider the demands.
At press time management had
given a few signs of good faith, Hackett
said. It arranged a company truck for a
striker whose vehicle got totaled while
he was out and provided the information couriers would need to discuss the
UPG.A meeting between management
and strikers' representatives was
scheduled for Jan. 26.
—Marcy Rein

CONTACT YOUR ORGANIZER
International Director of Organizing
Peter Olney

415-775-0533

Southern California Organizer
Mike Diller

310-835-2770

Northern California Organizer
Jerry Martin
Agustin Ramirez

415-775-0533
415-775-0533
916-371-5638

Columbia River Organizer
Michael Cannarella

503-223-6057

Puget Sound Organizer
Paul Bigman

206-448-1870
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International actions against the WTO

The ILWU Legacy Fund

continued from page 7
France, gave away free Roquefort
cheese in Seattle, this time in front of
the McDonald's at 3rd and Pine. His
beef with the WTO came as a result of
the punitive U.S. duties on European
products, including his embargoed
cheese, as a result of the EU's ban on
hormone-fed meat. His point was lost
on the corporate media when someone smashed a few windows at the
restaurant.
In New Delhi, India 500 people
from the Maheshwar area protested
the construction of a dam in their
region and the destruction of farmlands. The protestors timed their Nov.
30 action to coincide with other farmers around the world, targeting multinational companies and seeking unity
with other dispossessed people. Joined
by hundreds oflocal activists, they held
a demonstration at Raj Ghat, the burial site of Mahatma Ghandi's ashes.
Villagers and other speakers reaffirmed their commitment to Ghandi's
belief in self-reliance and communitybased production, contrasting that
with corporate globalization. They
later marched to the nearby German
Embassy protesting neo-colonialism,
the World Bank and the WTO.
The U.S. Embassy in Manila
became the unwilling host to a
demonstration of 8,000 people who
chanted anti-WTO chants and
protested that organization's destruction of local farming. Throughout the
country Nov. 30 tribal people and
workers alike celebrated the 136th
birthday of working-class hero
Andres Bonifacio with protests
against a new law allowing 100 per-

cent foreign ownership of companies
operating in the country
The networks that built the
largest ever coalition of labor, human
rights and environmental activists
remain open as the next round in the
battle against corporate free trade
begins in Washington, D.C. April 16
and 17 when the World Bank and
International Monetary Fund begin
their conferences.
Already rumblings of discontent
can be heard at the World Bank.
Outgoing WB Chief Economist Joseph
Stiglitz had an attack of candor and
told the American Economics Assn.
Jan. 8 that worker rights should be
central to any development program.
"In East Asia it was reckless lending by international banks and other
financial institutions, combined with
reckless borrowing by domestic financial institutions which may have precipitated the crisis," he said. "But the
costs, in terms of soaring unemployment and plummeting wages, were
born by the workers."
Stiglitz should know. He was on
Clinton's Council of Economic
Advisors from Aug. 1993 until Feb.
1997 when he joined the WB. During
that time both NAFTA and WTO
were fast-tracked through Congress,
which didn't bother to make the two
agreements legal treaties.
"A standard message (to developing nations) was to increase 'labor
market flexibility,' and the not-toosubtle subtext was to lower wages
and lay off workers," he said. The
AEA gave him a standing ovation.
—Tom Price

jNo contribution—I do not wish to contribute to the ILWU Political Action
Fund. I understand that the International will send me a check in the amount of
$1.50 prior to July 1, 1999.
rij Less than $1.50-1 do not wish to contribute the entire $1.50 to the ILWU
Political Action Fund. I will contribute
. I understand that the
International will send me a check for the difference between my contribution and
$1.50 prior to July 1, 1999.
More than $1.50-1 wish to contribute more than the minimum voluntary
contribution of $1.50 to the ILWU Political Action Fund. Enclosed please find my
check for $

SIGNATURE

Aottatss
LOCAL #UNTf #

RETURN TO:ILWU, 1188 Franklin Street • San Francisco, CA 94109
NOTE: CONTRIBUTIONS ARE NOT DEDUCTIBLE AS CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

CONTRIBUTIONS
SOLICITED

ver the years the ILWU has
received tens of thousands
of dollars in donations from
members, active and retired—
sometimes in the form of
bequests—who want to give something back to the Union. Because
many of our members and friends
also wish to contribute directly to
internal education and organizing,
the Titled Officers suggest that we
formally establish the ILWU Legacy
Fund, and that an ongoing request
for donations appear in The
Dispatcher. Donors will receive a
special pin in recognition of their
contribution, which will also be
acknowledged in our newspaper.
The Legacy Fund is a way to
earmark general funds for education and organizing, and to receive
voluntary donations to be used only
for organizing and educational programs and publications (such as
those mandated but not funded by
the 1994 Convention). The Legacy
Fund will require no additional legal
or administrative costs as it is neither a charitable fund nor a corporate entity, and donations to it will
not be tax deductible.
The Legacy Fund will stand as a
tribute to the men and women who
built this Union, and the Fund's
income and disbursements will be
entirely under the direction and
authority of the elected representatives of the rank-and-file members
of the ILWU—the Titled Officers—
who will report to the International
Executive Board on the status of the
Fund.
(passed by the ILWU International
Executive Board April 6-7, 1995)

ontributions to the Legacy
fund are needed to finance
several programs and projects that are not currently funded by
the International Union's budget.
These include:

0

IMPORTANT NOTICE ON ILWU POLITICAL ACTION FUND
Delegates to the 30th Triennial Convention of the ILWU, meeting in Honolulu,
Hawaii, April 7-11, 1997, amended Article X of the International Constitution to
read:
"SECTION 2. The International shall establish a Political Action Fund which
shall consist exclusively of voluntary contributions. The union will not favor or disadvantage any member because of the amount of his/her contribution or the decision
not to contribute. In no case will a member be required to pay more than his/her pro
rata share of the union's collective bargaining expenses. Reports on the status of the
fund and the uses to which the voluntary contributions of the members are put will
be made to the International Executive Board.
"The voluntary contributions to the Political Action Fund shall be collected as
follows:
"Up to One Dollar and Fifty Cents ($1.50) of each March and July's per capita
payment to the International Union shall be diverted to the Political Action Fund
where it will be used in connection with federal, state and local elections. These
deductions are suggestions only, and individual members are free to contribute more
or less than that guideline suggests. The diverted funds will be contributed only on
behalf of those members who voluntarily permit that portion of their per capita payment to be used for that purpose. The Titled Officers may suspend either or both
diversions if, in their judgement, the financial condition of the International warrants suspension.
"For three consecutive months prior to each diversion each dues paying member of the union shall be advised of his/her right to withhold the contribution or any
portion thereof otherwise made in March and July. Those members expressing such
a desire, on a form provided by the International Union, shall be sent a check in the
amount of the contribution or less if they so desire, in advance of the member making his/her dues payment to the local union for the month in which the diversion
occurs.
"Those members who do not wish to have any portion of their per capita payment diverted to the Political Action Fund, but wish to make political contributions
directly to either the Political Action Fund or their local union, may do so in any
amounts whenever they wish."

STATEMENT OF POLICY
ON ILWU LEGACY FUND

C

• Production of non-English
language editions of "The ILWU
Story" and our award-winning
video, "We Are the ILWU."
• Holding advanced leadership
training workshops for members
who complete the highly successful
Leadership
Education
and
Development Institute (LEAD).
• Establishing an audio-visual
center in the ILWU library for use
and duplication of audio and video
materials, including the ILWU oral
history project interviews.
• Increased involvement in
community outreach programs,
including ILWU participation in
labor history conferences and
development of exhibits and other
activities at high schools, colleges,
museums and libraries.
• Classes and materials for
newly organized ILWU members
and/or new units or locals in the
ILWU family.
• Matching funds for a major
grant to conserve, arrange,
describe and exhibit the photographic collections in the ILWU
library.
Your contribution to the Legacy
Fund, however large or small, will
help to make these proposals a
reality. All contributions of $25.00 or
more will receive a commemorative
ILWU lapel pin.

r
THE ILWU LEGACY FUND
NAME
ADDRESS

LOCAL

WORKBOOK NUMBER

AMOUNT OF DONATION:
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE ILWU AND EARMARK THEM FOR THE LEGACY FUND
J

Attention International
Convention Delegates
The Columbia River Host Committee for the ILWU's
31st International Convention is trying to schedule entertainment events. On Tuesday, May 2 delegates will have a
choice of two events, a casino trip or a riverboat dinner
cruise. But the Host Committee needs to know in advance
the number of placements so it can make arrangements.
The Committee sent forms to fill out to all locals, regions
and affiliates, but so far only 20 percent have responded.
If you are an elected delegate and your local officers have
not asked you which event you prefer to attend, then you
should contact those officers and make you request
known.
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LOCAL UNION ljV
ELECTIMIS
LOCAL 4
President: Brad Clark; Vice President:
Leroy Kadow; Recording Secretary:
Denise Schafte; Financial Secretary:
Craig Clabaugh; Welfare Officer: Tom
Love; Caucus Delegates: John Rapp,
Brad

Clark,

Bob

McEllrath;

Faker, Mike Jagielski, Tim Faker, Devin
Mason, Gary Harrison, Arne Nielsen, Dan
Butorac, Dave
Dragan
Bridges,
McCormick Jr., Jim Skiffington, Bob
Syrovatka, Jeff Miller, Vance Lelli, Art
Clark, Marian Miller.

Dennis R. Brueckner; Vice President:
Chuck Foreman; Secretary-Treasurer:
Glenn T Myers; LRC Members: Danny
J. Caruso, Steve Sconce, Rick Newman,
Chuck Foreman; Caucus Delegate:
Danny Caruso; Executive Board:James
Myers, Harry Tinsley, Cliff Booth, Frank
Leonis, Paul Fowler, Louis Mats;
Sergeant at Arms: Cliff Booth, Jesse
Soria; Safety Committee: Harry

LOCAL 508
President: Alan Russell; First Vice
President: Barry Frech; Second Vice
President: Rick Greenhorn; SecretaryTreasurer, First Dispatcher: Doug
Wright; Second Dispatcher: Gary
Middlemiss; Trustees: Dave Atkinson,
Bill Cain, Randy Smith; Sergeant at
Arms: Kevin Smith.
Tinsley, Lee Flood.
LOCAL 514
(OFF
YEAR ELECTION, 2000-2001)
LOCAL 63 MARINE CLERKS
First President: Dave Ponsart,
President: Thomas Warren; Vice Secretary-Treasurer: Howie Smith;
President, BA: Peter Payton; Mainland Executive Board: Metro
Dispatchers:
William
Carranza, Gerela, George Unrau, Gary Green,

LOCAL 24
Anthony Spanjol, Vaudelio "Poppy"
President: Dan Peterson; Vice Cornejo; Caucus Delegates: Joe
President: Mike Brown; Secretary and Gasperov, John Tousseau, Ron Costa,
Number One Dispatcher: Billy Swor; Tom Harrison Jr., Steve Bebich, John
Number Two Dispatcher: Jeffery Sestich, George Love, Mike Zuliani;
Marc Mathieu, Jon Yea; Executive Board: Jewell; Trustee(three year term)John Executive Board: Tom Harrison Jr.,
Carl Flintoff, Steve Kadow, Steve Mote, Flink; Promotions Comm.: Steve John Tousseau, George Love, Al
Bob Poppe, Larry Crocker, Merlin Wright, Proctor, Robert Damm, Dave Heiny; Martorella, Ron Costa, John Sestich,
Neal Fuller, Gary Veitenheimer, Dan LRC: Dan Peterson, Jeff Jewell, John John Kavanaugh, Phil Guerrero, Mike
Walker, Randall Bernhardt, Ed Quick, Flink, Larry Ellingsen; Marshal: Mel DeLuca, Mike Zuliani, Ralph Mitchell.
Peterson; Guide: John Flink; Puget
Bob Breaker Jr., Jerry Gagliardi.
Sound District Council: Mike Brown; LOCAL 63 OCU
LOCAL 7
Executive Board: Robert Damm, Stan President, BA: Debbie Karmelich; Vice
President: J. Schmidt; Vice President: Sliva, Mel Peterson, Max Vekich Jr., President, BA: John Fageaux;
K. Foster, Secretary-Dispatcher: W. William Kola, Corky Perry Eugene Secretary-Treasurer, BA: Manny
Roughton, First Asst. Dispatcher: T. Schmidt, Albert Monroe; Caucus Garcia; Grievance Committee: Linda
Geri; Second Asst. Dispatcher: H. Delegate: Max Vekich Jr.; Safety Galaz, Linda Ursic; Board of Trustees:
Daniels; Recording Secretary: W. Comm.: William Kola, Mike Brown, Mark Porter, Paul Stoos; Membership
Committee: Rita M. Lopez, Robin Krise,
Timmer; LRC, Position One: J. King; Robert Damm.
Joanne Mannino, Michael Thompson,
Position Two: H. Morgan; Position LOCAL 27
Marilyn Reid, Bobi Erbezci; Executive
Three: W. Roughton; Delegate to
Caucus: D. Williams, Puget Sound President: Thomas Jacobsen; Vice Board: Debbie Karmelich, Steven
Council:J. Munson;Sergeant at Arms: President: Randi Hansen; LRC: Marc Schwab, Manny Garcia, John Fageaux,
R. Corbitt; Guard: R. Lindquist; Kalla, Jay Kalla, Jim Root; Dispatcher: Andrew J. Marquez, Shari DelPrino,
Trustee, Position One: J.King; George Schoenfeldt; Asst. Dispatcher: Victor Ezelle, Debbie Demmerelle, Linda
Position Two: K. Foster; Position Dennis Standley; Secretary-Treasurer: Galaz, Donald Cannon, Loretta Fox,
Three: F. Williams; Safety Committee, George Schoenfeldt; Trustees: Ed Tiller, Linda Ursic, Catherine Portnall, Rhonda
Dock: L. King; Field: H. Morgan; Deck: Al Osterberg, Brandy Price; Executive Funkhouser, Juliet Gault-Thomas, Robin
Board: George Rampp, Torn Gagnon, Al }raise, Michael Pegg, Cheryl Ervin,
L. Rohde; Lift: R. King.
Gutierrez;
Convention
Osterberg, John Engel, Nick Larson, Tom Shirley
LOCAL 9
Wilcox, Dennis Standley; Safety Delegates: Debbie Karmelich, Manny
President: Bob Gilmore; Vice Committee: Don Craker, Torn Craker, Garcia, John Fageaux.
President: Gordy Chabot; Secretary- Fred Henke, Tom Wilcox; Sergeant at
Treasurer, BA: Tony Hutter; Sergeant Arms: Richard Deane; PSC/OLC LOCAL 98
at Arms: Dave Williford; Union Delegate: Tom Jacobsen; Caucus President: Paul Wieser; Vice
Trustees: Mike Miller, Art Camp, Bob Delegate: Marc Kalla.
President: Joe Toro; Secretary: Vern
Granberg, Phillip Lelli; LRC: Ron Loska,
Brebner; Health and Welfare, Pension
Trustees:
Mark
Triplett,
R. LOCAL 32
Bill Jurisan, Bill Kendall; Dispatchers:
Christoffersen, Ron Edson; Recording President: Harold Pyatte; Vice Vernon Granberg, Phillip Lelli; Relief
Secretary: Jack Navlet; Executive President: Jim Larson; Secretary: Ron Dispatcher: Mike Hebblethwaite.
Board: Danny Wise, Bob Lenz, Marty Medcalf; BA: Gig Larson; LRC: Glenn
Arguello, Ric Gabuat, Jr., Doug Watson, Burpee, Ken Hudson, Jim Jeschke; Chief LOCAL 200
Mike Anderson, Jeff Woods, Cecil Dispatcher: Gig Larson; Asst. Secretary-Treasurer: Leanne Griffin.
Dispatcher: Glenn Burpee; Safetee
Colpitts, Juli Woods, Kai Nahaku.
Comm.: Mike Kasch (hold), Jim Jeschke LOCAL 200, UNIT 223
LOCAL 12
(deck), Glenn Burpee (sling), Jim Larson President, Business Agent: Pete
(FIRST HALF OF 2000)
Vice
Hendrickson,
President,
(dock).
President: Billy
Moore;
Vice
Assistant B.A.: Stanley Lemas;
President: Jennifer Gumm; Secretary- LOCAL 34
Secretary-Treasurer: Pete Doctor;
Treasurer: Les Richards, Larry President, BA: Joel Neecke; Vice J.P.L.R.C.: Howard Fennimore, Vince
Richard President, Asst. BA: Frank Riley; Lamb; Dispatchers: Brian Whittern,
Dispatchers:
Endicott;
Gerber; LRC Secretary-Treasurer, Chief Dis- Scott McCracken; APL Shop Steward:
Erickson, Dennis
Members: Ken Shelton, Randy patcher: Pat Callahan; East Bay Pat Lee, Sealand Shop Steward:
Buckingham, Newton Strike, Ron Potts.
Dispatcher: Allen Fung; Relief Chuck Wendt.
Dispatcher: Dan Sakuma; Execu-tive LOCAL 500
LOCAL 18
Committee: David Miyashiro, Bob
President: Eddie Holland; Vice Gradek, Edmond Scoia, Fred Franklin, President: Bob Ashton; Business
President: Robert McGuire, Secretary- Pete Heiser, Frank Borg, Peter Brady, Agent: Barry Washburn; Trustee: Jim
Treasurer: Richard Kahoalii Jr.: LRC: Brian Nelson, Dwain McCloud; LRC: McKinley; Executive Board: Fred Jay,
William Linker, Richard Kahoalii Jr., Joe John Fisher, Reis Santana, Eddie Mark Gordienko, Shirley Jaco, Cliff
Schaffer; Dispatchers: Robert McGuire, Gutierrez; Griev-ance Committee: Wellicome, Sabi Veriah, Jim Brooks,
Steve
Schaffer;
Caucus
and Russell Miya-shiro, Edwon Macon, Bruce Campbell, Tim Footman, Ray
Convention
Delegates: Richard Raymond French, Gerald Morten, Mike Batemen, Jerry Quo Vadis, Brian
Kahoalii Jr, Eddie Holland.
Mahoney; Information and Publicity Beemish; ILWU-Canada Convention
Committee: Allen Fung, Dan Sakuma, and Caucus Delegates: Bob Ashton,
LOCAL 19
James Eldridge; Trustees Committee: Dan Cole, Barry Campbell, Glenn
President: Scott Reid; Vice President: Geoffrey Follin, David Forrester; Bolkowy, Denny Allan, Tom Dufresne,
Charles Dean; Recording Secretary: Sergeant at Arms: Fred Franlin, Frank Dave Pritchett, Jim McKinley, Peter
Bonnie Eckert; Day BA: Steve Perkins; Borg; Delegate to NCDC: Eddie Haines, Dave Lomas, Steve Ironside,
Night BA: Steve Kendall; Alternate Gutierrez; Delegate to San Francisco Wayne Sargent, Howie Stohl, Fred Jay,
BA: Harry Ackers, Jeff Vigna; Area CLC: Eddie Gutierrez; Delegate to Gordie Westrand, Bill Carrigan, Shirley'
LRC: Charles Dean; LRC: Del Bates, Alameda CLC: James Eldridge, Brian Jaco, Barry Washburn, Mark Gordienko,
Kandi S. Kandi; Trustees: Robert Nelson; Delegate to Convention and Victor Leonardo, Robert Peebles, Rick
Rondpre, Chuck Zuckerman, Steve
Dalzell, Steve Perkins, Chuck Alexander; Caucus: Joel Neecke, Eddie Gutierrez.
Bushell, Lou Casciano, Sabi Veriah, Jim
Dispatchers: Robert Dalzell, Storm
Brooks, Frank Nielsen, Tom Footman,
King, John Holmes, Larry Fowler; Hoot LOCAL 40
David
Bjornson; President: James Chrest; Vice Jerry Quo Vadis; International
Dispatcher:
Barry
Delegates:
Delegates: Robert Dalzell, Del Bates, President: Randy Ross; Secretary- Convention
Jeff Vigna, Steve Kendall, Joseph Wenzl; Treasurer, BA: Don
Holzman, Campbell, Bob Ashton, Dan Cole, Glenn
Safety Committee: Matt Ventoza, Pete Dispatchers: Richard (Rick) Ross, Bolkowy.
Adler, Jeff Vigna, Charles Dean, Paul Jerald (Jerry) Bitz; Relief Dispatcher:
Norton; Janitors: Jim Burns, Larry Terry
Recording LOCAL 502
Humphrey;
Samples; PSDC Delegate: WT Lassiter; Secretary: Mark Hamlin; Sergeant at President: Brian Ringrose; Vice
Shop Steward Chair-man: Rod Peeler; Arms: Mark Klug; Board of Trustees: President: Steve Buckle; Secre-taryExecutive Board: Kurt Harriage, David Heurung, Stanley Todd, Richard Treasurer: Mike Turmel; Dispatcher:
Rodney Bakken, Don Adler, Lanny Bitz; Executive Board: William Gordon Cheyne MacDonald; Business Agents:
McGrew, Mike Black, Joe Wenzl, Jim Jr., James Hennessey, Herb Burk, Ronnie Lorne Pennell, Pat Bolen.
Burns, Dan Kuntz, Jeff Moore, Torn Schmidt, Robert Mathieu, James Draper;
Roach, Rick Johnson, Jerry Griffin, John LRC: Philip Schutz, Wayne Fetherston, LOCAL 503
Mackner, Danny Caso, Ron Roughton.
David Strader, John Dent; Grievance President: Joe Span bauer, Vice
Committee: Russ (Mike) Mulkey, President: John Margiottiello, Second
LOCAL 23
Sharma VariVessem, Barbara A. Smith, Vice
President: Al Demerais;
President: Roger Boespflug; Vice Michael
James Secretary-Treasurer, Dispatcher:
Anderson,
R.
President: Tony DePaul; BA: Scott Hollingsworth.
Howard Old; Executive Members:
Mason; Secretary-Treasurer: Guy
Gordan Coburn, Gary Schan, Larry
Guinn; Trustees: Art Jackson, Mel LOCAL 52
Hemmingsen; Trustees: Doug Anderson,
Carlson, Bob Seitz, Guy Guinn, Tony President: Ian Kennedy; Secretary- Lajos Bircsak.
DePaul; Dispatchers: Rick Ryan, Art Treasurer,
Dean;
BA: James
Jackson, Chuck Jackson, Ed McGrath; Dispatchers: Mike Heron, Robert LOCAL OS
Puget Sound District Council: Willie Lomax; LRC: Glen Anderson, Michele President: Wally Robinson, Vice
Caucus
Delegates: Ed Drayton, John Dacquisto; Caucus and President: Glen Edwards, Secre-taryAdams;
Sigsworth, Tony DePaul, Conrad Spell, Convention Delegates: Glen Anderson, Treasurer: Tom MacDonald; Business
Willie Adams, Roger Boespflug, Ed James Dean. Alternate LRC: Edward Agent: Melvin Denny;Board Members:
McGrath; Relief Dispatcher: Randy Best, Marvin Almaas, Tony Fowler.
Barry Blyth, Rick Dickens, Rob Gaudry,
Whitman; LRC: Doug Haskins, Curt
Herman Mayenfels.
Wheeler, Conrad Spell, Ed Sigsworth; LOCAL 54
Executive Board: Dave Windsor, Brad President and Business Agent:
Dispatchers: John Rapp, Keith
Halcomb; Alternate Dispatcher: Dan
Palica; Puget Sound District Council:
Brad Clark; Guards: Randall Bernhardt,
Robert Breaker Jr.; LRC:Pete McEllrath,

Richard

Michaud,

Frank

Morena;

Vancouver Island Executive Board:
Kevin Eastman, Jim Penarsky, Pat Price.
(REMAINING OFFICERS 1999-2000)
President: Doug Sigurdson, Second
Vice President: Dale Smith, Third
Vice President: Layne Young;
Mainland Executive Board: Pete
Barker, Mike Isinger, Dan Gunther, Jad
Skara, Lance Jack.

IBU NATIONAL
President: David Freiboth; SecretaryTreasurer: Terri Mast.

IBU ALASKA REGION
Regional Director: Darryl Tseu,
Chairman: David Butler, Vice Chair:
David Morris,Patrolman: Leif Jenkinson,
Executive Commit-tee Engine: Karl
Jenkinson, Executive Committee
Purser: Robert Ward, Executive
Commit-tee SW: Bent Eriksson,
Executive Committee Steward:
Barbara Tang, Executive Committee
Deck Pete Lapinski, Convention Delegates: Darryl Tseu, Leif Jenkhison, David
Butler, Louie Self Executive Committee
Longshore: Patrick Day.
IBU PUGET SOUND REGION
Regional Director: Pete Jones,
Chairman:James D. Clark, Vice Chair:
Stuart Downer, Passenger Patrolman:
Dennis Conkin, Master-at-Arms: David
McKenzie, Recorder: Carol Kruger,
Executive Committee Pass LG Barg:
Scott Seramur, Arnie Knudson, Greg
Smith, Linda Kleinendorst, Robin
Ramsey, Lee Hewitt. Executive
Committee SM: Tom Burnell,

Convention Delegates Passenger:
Dave McKenzie, Dennis Conkin, Marie
Waterman, Tom Burnell, Carol Kruger,
Pat Standley, Linda Kleinendorst, Arnie
Knudson, Greg Smith, Scott Seramur.

IBU COLUMBIA RIVER REGION
Regional Director: Jim Dunnigan,
Chairman: Jere Groves, Vice Chair:
Joe Maresh, Master-at Arms: Jim
Lahey, Executive Committee Boats:
Jerry Riedel, George W. (Bud) Bateman,
Forrest Ingram, Joe Maresh, Jack
Committee
Newbold, Executive
Shoreside: Mike Truby, Dale Johnson,
Robert Conover, Steve Palnode, Kevin
Kent, Convention delegates: Joe Maresh,
Robert Conover, Tom Williams, Jerry
Reidel.

IBU REGION 37
Regional Director: Richard Gurtiza,
Business Agent: Juan (Johnny)
Crisostomo, Executive Committee:
Eduardo Francisco, Alfredo Laurencio Jr.,
Helen Mona, Amado Naraval, Willie
Roth, Edgardo Simeon, Johnny Taloma,
Eduardo Teodoro, Convention delegates: Amado Naraval, Willie Roth,
Eduardo Teodoro.

IBU SAN FRANCISCO REGION
Regional Director: Marina Secchitano,
Chairman: Robert F. Sims, Master-at
Arms: Neptali "Junior" Cuevas,
delegates:
Terry
Convention
Miyashiro, Jim Eversole, Executive
Committee: Kerry Lord Edwards, Jim
Eversole, Clifton Hunter, Willard H. Park,
Trustees: Victoria Farr, Jennifer
McCarthy, Terry Miyashiro.

IBU SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA REGION
Regional Director: Stefan Mueller
Dombois; Chairman:Peter Koredy; Vice
Chairman: Virgil Arbogast; Master at
Arms: Eric Morgan; Patrolman: Robert
Romero; Executive Board: Joseph
Blanks, John Decker, Mario Garcia, Jeff
Hilliard, Tom Hoysgaard, Richard
Jabuka, John Peterson, David "Gil"
Puthoff, Leonard Thompson, Robert
Romero; Convention Delegate: Robert
Romero.

IBU HAWAII REGION:
Regional Director: Jonathan Lono
Kane, Chairman: Robert Ryder, Vice
Chair: Paul Kaipo Pomakai, Executive
Committee: William Abara, Charles
Akui, James Flanagan, Arthur Heanu,
Ronald Kahapea, William (Bud) Lowe,
Frank Pires, James Pryor, Elijah Vincent,
Ray Westfall, Convention delegates:
Frank Pires, James Flanagan, alternate
Paul Kaipo Pomakai
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PEOPLE
By Dallas Delay

haun "Jack" Maloney, one of the
last survivors of the heroic figures who emerged from the
labor struggles of the 1930's, died at
his home in Seattle on Dec. 19, 1999.
Maloney had a long history in the
labor movement and helped build the
Teamsters union into a national powerhouse. He was 88.
His labor activity included a
decade of activism in the Sailors
Union of the Pacific (SUP) and over
four decades in the ILWLT. He was
elected to five successive terms as
President of Seattle's ILWU longshore Local 19, serving until his
retirement in 1976.
Up until three weeks before his
death, Maloney continued his activity
in the ILWU as a relentless advocate of
the maintenance medical benefits for
retired members, as well as a tireless
campaigner for militant labor solidarity In 1986, although retired for ten
years, he traveled to Austin, Minnesota with other members of ILWU
Local 19 to join in solidarity actions
with members of Local P-9 of the
United Food and Commercial Workers
Union, who were then on strike
against Hormel. From 1996 to 1998,
he supported the ILWU's international solidarity actions for the Liverpool
dockworkers and the Neptune Jade
defense campaign that grew out of
that world-wide labor struggle.
Maloney joined in the labor protests at
the Seattle World Trade Organization
meeting Nov. 30, 1999 using a wheelchair after a series of recent strokes.
Born in Minneapolis on Sept. 10,
1911, Shaun Maloney was immersed
in labor radicalism at an early age.
Deserted by his biological father
before he was born, Maloney took his
stepfather's surname. Maloney's stepfather, Ole Severson, who was an early
supporter of the IWW,introduced him
to the labor movement when he was
just a boy growing up in Minneapolis
during the Great Depression.
Maloney's mother, Katherine
McGitlin, was a fiery Irish nationalist. Shaun, known to most of his
Minneapolis associates as "Jack,"
dropped out before attending high
school. He began working with Ole
Severson, who had been blacklisted
as a result of his participation in a
failed Teamster strike in Minneapolis
in 1917. Shaun dug foundations with
a team of horses, moved furniture

S

and performed other odd jobs that
became available to those who were
blacklisted. He sailed the Great Lakes
in 1930 when he first got his
Merchant Seamen's papers.
As a young man Maloney became
acquainted with the legendary Dunne
Brothers, who, along with Swedish
immigrant Carl Skoglund, became
the leaders of the victorious 1934
Minneapolis Teamsters Strike that
made open-shop Minneapolis a union
town.
When he was 21 years old,
Maloney was quickly incorporated
into the strike's central leadership,
participating not only as a leader of
the feared flying picket squads, but as
a seasoned negotiator and strategist.
More than once he stepped into the
breach, while the older leaders were
imprisoned at the State Fair Grounds
under the watchful eye of the
Minnesota National Guard.
The indelible image of a hot July
day in 1934 when Maloney and 66
other striking truck drivers were shot
down by city police during the titanic
Minneapolis Teamster strikes was
burned forever into his consciousness
and retold often to succeeding generations of labor militants.
"When police opened fire on hundreds of truckers in downtown
Minneapolis, killing four of us, I
(Maloney)and two friends ran into an
alley. When we came around the
building, one of the 'bulls' had a
machine gun and fired at the three of
us, left to right," Maloney would
remember, long after his stomach
wounds had healed. "I was lucky;
Harry DeBoer spent months in the
hospital and never fully recovered."
One of Maloney's proudest
moments
came
when
"The
Agreement," recognizing the union,
was finally reached in August 1934,
contingent on a majority vote of the
workers. A front page photo in the Aug.
28, 1934 Minneapolis Journal shows a
dapper "Jack Severson," as he was then
known, sporting a workers' cloth cap
adorned with a couple of union buttons,
casting the first ballot in the election.
Maloney served two years in federal prison on charges arising out of his
organizing of over-the-road truck drivers in the late 1930s. Maloney was
released in early 1942 and left
Minneapolis for the West Coast, where
he continued his union activism and
lived for the remainder of his life.

Dispatcher file photo

Shaun Maloney (1911-1999)
A life of worker causes

Shaun Maloney in 1971.

Throughout the 1940s Maloney
worked as a merchant seaman,
including sailing on the fabled
"Convoy to Murmansk," trying to
deliver desperately needed supplies
and weapons to the Soviet Union
under the Lend Lease program. U.S.
merchant ships ran the gauntlet of
German submarines and aircraft
near the Arctic Circle to the Soviet
Union. Only four of the more than 40
ships in his convoy made it to their
destination. After his ship, the S.S.
Samuel Chase, was almost destroyed
by German attacks on that run in
1942, Maloney spent almost six
months ashore at Archangel in the
USSR before repairs could be made to
the ship and he was able to return to
the U.S., where family members had
already mourned him as dead.
After his participation in a bitter
union dispute in the late 1940s
known as the "Mahoney beef,"
(named after its militant leader,
Seattle seaman John A. Mahoney—a
lifetime friend of Maloney), Maloney,
Mahoney and many other union
members were expelled from the SUP
for refusing to cross the picket line of
the Canadian Seamen's Union which,
like the ILWU, was targeted by
shipowners, governments and rightwing union leaders. All were eventually given back their seamen's documents by order of the U.S. Supreme
Court, but once reinstated into the
SUP, many were promptly expelled
again.
By then Maloney had found work
on the Seattle docks where he had
joined the nyar. He continued his
advocacy of workers' interests as an
influential union officer and rank-andfile militant. He became one of the

leading critics of the controversial
"Mechanization and Modernization
Agreement." Maloney opposed the
M&M Agreement because he believed
it traded jobs and conditions for a buyout resulting in the loss of thousands
ofjobs and union power. Because of his
actions, a second vote was required in
Seattle and San Francisco to narrowly
ratify the agreement.
Always colorful, Maloney would disarm audiences with his humor and wit,
using the many quotes and facts that
were stored in his photographic memory. Maloney often claimed that some
famous writer had usurped his ideas
and words before he could put them into
print. It was Shaun's amazing memory
that helped Farrell Dobbs write
"Teamster Power," "Teamster Politics,"
"Teamster Rebellion," "Teamster
Bureaucracy" and other books.
In 1973 a Seattle newspaper
columnist described him as the
"stormy petrel" of the Seattle waterfront, writing "some employers complained that Maloney's idea of labor
relations was to hard-time the bosses...beefs naturally gravitated into his
vicinity and swirled around him."
However, the column continued,"this
moody, often oratorical Irishman held
his members' loyalty" and had been
elected the previous year even though
the Local was "under the shadow of a
huge legal judgment," resulting from
a Maloney-led battle against the giant
SeaLand Shipping Corporation.
Shaun Maloney left no direct
descendants. He is survived by his
older sister, Margaret Mack, younger
sister, Dorothy Weinreich, scores of
nieces and nephews, and many longtime friends whose lives are forever
enriched by having known him.

Longshore retirees, deceased and survivors
Bobby Clark; Local 12—Walter Harrel,
Billy Hardman, Clinton Gaughell, James
Local 4—Donald Kemp, Walter
Hankins. Donald Malliett, Tom Harper;
Schriener, Harold Clements, Billy
Local 13—Thomas Hofve, Victor
Bridger, Clifford Martin; Local 7—
Valverde, Earl Hosking Jr., Ronald
Walter Rohde, Kenneth Maneval, Ronald
Nagato,
Maximo
Sereno,
John
Johanesen, George Nelson; Local 8—
Bloomingdale. Carlos Pereyra Jr., Harry
Earl Trotter, Freddie McGee, Kenneth
Collins, Guadalupe Navarro Jr., Manuel
Degman, Gail Cyphers, Richard Wiche,
Pacheco Sr., John Duran, Kenneth
William Player, Allen Stokes, Glen
Pendergrass, George Arbuckle, Paul
Bunker, David Jensen, William King,
Torres; Local 14—Melvin Powell, Robert
Benjamin Barber, Ronald Lewis, Joseph
Cooke, Prosper Putteman, Albert Norton;
Flynn, Patrick Smith, Richard Tenneson,
Local 19—john Barrett, Jerry Lofthus,
Milan Browne, Claudis Banks Sr.; Local
Bruce Roberts, Lonzo Flick, Arthur
10—Robert Capurro, Ernest Escort,
Almer, Romolos Baldado, Patrick
Sammie Mathews, David Washington,
Brennan, Gary Smith, John Kelwicki,
Emile Powells Jr., Roy Loville, Ronald
Stanley Fortier, Charles Brown; Local
Bugna, Lee Aikens, Theodor Gomez, Earl
21—Robert Gardner, Ronald Philbrook,
Perkins, Frank Davis Sr., Joe Fernandes,
Raymond Davis, Jere Cochran; Local
James Davis, Manuel Marieiro, Robert
23—Samuel Tomatich, Perry Hook, Gary
Pruitt, Bennie Tate Jr., Huey Glover,
Sandusky, Andrew Thomas, Victor Lazo,
George Macon, Hure Burton, Corentha
Rex Keyes; Local 24—Charles Ingram;
Hardin, Dale Kelly, Ronald Finley, Hossie
Local 27—Loren Cooke, Fred Canfield;
Henderson, David Dolan, Lester Savage,
Local 29—Samuel Vargas, Paul Bartley;

RECENT RETIREES

Local 34—Michael Henry, William
Gomes, Don Castillo, Frank Billeci,
Michael Oliveri, Gilbert Garitano, Jose
Pinguelo, David Burton, Thomas
Capener, Anthony Cuevas; Local 40—
Samuel Fowler, Buddy Sherman Sr.,
Johnny Newton; Local 50—Larry Hall,
Louis Sullivan, Edward Angus; Local
51—James Whitney; Local 52—William
Lazzar, Gary Knutson, John Cvitkovic,
Ralph Morrison, Donald Allen; Local
54—George Gran ucci, Jose Gutierrez;
Local 62—Milan Brown, Tam Murphy,
George Nelson; Local 63—Robert
Erickson, Dixie Heath, Larry Nail,
Richard Bell, John DiLeva, John
Cvitanich, Ronald Tobin, Karen Page,
Herman Moreno, Robert Talamantes,
Ronald Sutton, Nick Trutanich, Clourdell
Roberson, Frederick Whitney Jr., Gary
Gonzales; Local 91—Kenneth Costa,
Joseph Gottardi; Local 92—Dale
Pederson; Local 94—Hector Avalos.
Tony Meraz, Ralph Piro, Richard

Ambrosi, Tony Hernandez, Kenneth
Rowell, Ramon Ponce de Leon, Jesus
Sanchez, Howard Crumby Jr., Hilton
Nelson, Richard Monje, Peter Carr;
Local 98—Thomas Marshall, Irvin
Hansen, Leonard Hudson.

DECEASED
Local 4—Herbert Wenthin, Keith
Clabaugh; Local 8—Milton Millard
(Dolores), Bill Price (Dorothy), Earl
Matthews (Jessie), Howard Tharaldson
(Doris), Marvin Eide (Sophia), Le Roy
McKinney (Esther), James Stephens
(Delphen), Burdette Hyden (Emma),
Gilbert Johnson, Aubrey Webster, Joseph
Bozich, Nels Bue; Local 10—Raymond
Stagnaro (Leabelle), Wilson Domino,
Robert Spalasso (Elizabeth), Ray Meyers
(Betty), Leonard Barber (Adele), John
Iles (Inez), Alton Caldwell (Gladys),
Raymond Ysip-Crosby (Elvira), Torn
Allberry (Angela), Arthur Studulski
(Clifford), Joseph Holbrook (Corene),
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Aubrey Grossman passionate
defender of civil liberties
By Tom Price
ubrey Grossman ferried across
bay to join the pickets dur'ng the 1934 San Francisco
General Strike when he heard that
scab herders had come to Berkeley to
recruit football players to help open
the port. He was then a student at
BoaIt Hall law school at the
University of California and had
played football at UCLA. This act
would be typical of his long history
defending the rights of workers and
the oppressed.
"His job was to spot the football
players," said Hazel Grossman, his
wife of 61 years. She met Aubrey in
1932 at a student rights rally under
the Campanile on the U.C. campus.
They persuaded some of the players
to join the picket line. A few years
later the two got married.
Hazel worked on the boycott of
war materials to Japan in the 1930s
and became a life-long advocate for
peace and social justice. She and
Aubrey met many life-long friends
and colleagues at that time.
"He was probably a senior when I
was a freshman," ILWU General
Counsel Emeritus Norman Leonard
said of his meeting Grossman at
UCLA. "He organized something
called the 'Social Problems Club' and
we discussed social problems."
These included unemployment,
the need for Social Security, and antiReserve Officer Training, required
military training for all male students
until abolished by a massive student
rebellion in the 1960s. Membership in
the club nearly got Grossman
expelled.
Later, on Grossman's recommendation, Leonard got a job with
Richard Gladstein, Grossman and
Ben Margolis in San Francisco, the
ILWU attorneys.
Grossman avoided expulsion and
passed the bar exam, but had to fight
the American Legion to get his law
license. That group claimed in 1936
that he wouldn't be able to take his
loyalty oath without having "his
tongue in his cheek" due to his "pernicious radical activity." That
prophetic statement would presage a
life of activism, and in that sense it
was on the money.
Grossman worked on the legal
team that took Harry Bridges' contempt citation to the U.S. Supreme
Court. Bridges got into trouble in
1938 when someone leaked a fiery
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telegram he sent to U.S. Secretary of
Labor Frances Perkins criticizing a
Los Angeles County judge's order
preventing an ILA local from voting
to join the CIO. The telegram
appeared in the papers and the judge
busted Bridges on contempt. The
state courts upheld the citation.
Bridges' 1941 Supreme Court victory established a precedent that
would limitjudges' powers to use contempt citations against union leaders.
"The Supreme Court did this in a
very fine opinion written by Justice
Black," Leonard said. In his decision
Black said that the Supreme Court
expected the lower courts to have a
little more backbone and moral fiber
than to permit things like Bridges'
telegram to upset them.
Grossman continued working
against the nearly constant harassment Bridges faced for most of the
next two decades, and found time to
defend other workers as well.
During the Depression the State
Relief Administration attracted
young female college graduates who
wanted to do something positive
about economic conditions. When a
couple state legislators grew suspicious that some employees might harbor secret radical thoughts, they set
up legislative hearings and demanded
the state employees fink on each
other. Those who refused were jailed
for contempt. Leonard and Grossman
visited the women in jail and found
that many had been their classmates
at Berkeley and UCLA.
"After a while we were able to get
most of them released, but it was a
pretty horrendous experience for
them and a real eye-opener for us to
see how these committees could ride
roughshod over the rights of people
and actually get them imprisoned,"
Leonard said.
Grossman will probably be
remembered most for his life-long battle against racism. He took on cases
that were difficult—if not impossible.
He went to Mississippi in 1950 to
defend a black man accused of rape.
"Willie McGee had a consensual
relationship with a white woman, was
charged with rape and finally executed
though Aubrey did his best to get an
appeal," Hazel said. McGee was publicly electrocuted in his hometown of
Laurel, Miss., with crowds of people
around him, including children. A
mob
attacked
well-organized
Grossman, who suffered a concussion.

Aubrey Grossman (left) with the-Local 6 President Curtis McClain at a press
conference after striking Handyman Warehouse worker Norman Lewis was
run over and killed on a picket line in August 1976.
"I got word that it might be serious, but he had the presence of mind
to get into a small bathroom in a local
hotel and the whole bunch of them
couldn't get at him," Hazel said."The
tragedy of that situation was not so
much for Aubrey, as for the black
woman who refused to give the key to
the goon squad. She was blacklisted
throughout all of Mississippi."
Grossman's firm also provided
legal services for ILWU members out
of the San Francisco warehouse Local
6 hall on Ninth Street beginning in
July 1962, and much of next two
decades of Grossman's life would be
taken up both defending the union
and individual members. They handled bread and butter cases that look
mundane by today's standards, but it
was lawyers like Grossman who
established those standards. Employers ducked disability payments on a
routine basis unless someone went
after them.
He found time in the late 1960s to
help organize the Lawyers' Selective
Service Panel and arranged with a
U.S. District Judge for a pool of courtappointed the attorneys to defend
conscientious objectors. Nearly 200
lawyers worked on the cases, securing
C.O. status for many, and saving draft
resistors from prison.
"He kept me out of jail in the
1976 Automatic Plastics strike in
Berkeley," International SecretaryTreasurer Emeritus Curtis McClain
said. "The company got an injunction
against picketing and when some of
the pickets got out of line they came
after me because I was Local 6 presi-

dent at the time."
Grossman worked on the Folgers'
strike in South San Francisco when 28
Local 6 members were arrested June
9, 1976 at the Folgers Coffee plant.
"We struck Folgers and the word
came out that Folgers was going to
open the plant," McClain said. "We
sat down in front of the gate and
wouldn't move."
Some of the pickets moved onto
the site to see if scabs were going to
start operating the equipment. The
police responded violently against the
demonstrators and Grossman got the
fines greatly reduced.
"Because of his civil rights record
Aubrey was called on to represent the
Indians who re-took Alcatraz Island
in 1969," Hazel said. The occupation
lasted a year and a half.
He then became attorney for the
Pit River Tribe in their attempt to
retake ancestral lands from corporate
ownership. He was sentenced to five
days in jail on contempt charges after
an especially vigorous defense of the
Pomo Indians, and had to fight off an
attempt at disbarment.
"He became totally involved with
the tribes, so he thought like they
thought," said Ann Fagen Ginger,
Executive Director of the Meiklejohn
Civil Liberties Institute. "He really
absorbed the spirit of his clients in
that case, and this made him an
indomitable foe of the government."
Grossman was born March 29,
1911 and died Dec. 8, 1999, leaving
behind a legacy of human rights
achievements. His wife Hazel, daughter
Kathleen and son Daniel survive him.

More Longshore retirees, deceased and survivors
David Brown (Queen), Stanley Howard
(Elouise), Elijah Flowers (Tamara),
Charles Parks (Delores), J.B. Westbrooks,
Samie Lomax, Ramon Le Barre, Joseph
()'Campo, Lathan Abercrombie, Herbert
Ching, Ira Wyse, Tom Lupher; Local
12—Richard Johnson (Mary), Robert
Haverlock, Samuel Karavanich; Local
13—Phillip R. Cruz (Colleen), Rudy
Ceballos, Jesus Villanueva (Trinedad),
Maceo Henderson, Louis Woody, Robert
Lund (Joyce), Willie McGee (Williruth),
George Phillips (Doris), Richard Thayer
(Lyanne), Mario Giacomi (Irma), Michael
Melgoza (Gina), Esequiel Carbajal Jr.
(Connie), Michael Cantu (Gabriel),
Mauricio Dragovich, Larry Sullivan,
Charles Ursini, William Hoffman, Leroy
Smith, William Mabee, Claude Sims,
Glenn Smith, Walter Broadstone; Local
18—Kenneth Gambourie (Glenna);
Local 19—Verl Hall, Eugene Epperson
(Juanita), Raymond Wittmier(Margaret),

Aubrey Blake (Vivian), Anton Pugel; (Lillian), Sandra Randay (Alex), Nick White; Local 13—Martha Ash, Pat
Local 21—Ronald Young; Local 23— Podue (Martha), Tony Zuanich (Mary), Robles, Frances Grosich, Juanita
Robert Sinclair (Laura), Rodney Carlson Samuel Miller (Ruby), Woodrow Thomas, Sandoval, .Silvia Monje, Linda Babich,
(Joyce), Donald Drake (Dallas), Gene Richard Mac Lellan, Jack Dimon, John Beatrice Mealhouse, Bessie Scognamillo,
Local
91—Rodges Anna Paahana, Maria Sandoval; Local
Smith (Louise), William Mac Laine Marinkovich;
Local
92—Leslie 19—Mildred Leonard, Florence Carter,
Woodard
(Naomi);
(Elizabeth), Jerry Wamboldt; Local 24—
Spurrell
(Gladys), Joseph Rapp (Birdie); Local 94—Mladen Dorothea Kylen, Martha Woolf, P.J.
Jack
Carl
Warner Sletterdahl, Alice Hathaway, Carrie
(Jeanne),
Schweitzer (Helen), Harvey Mott Tesulov
(Patricia); Local 27—Donald Bostwick (Margaret), David Main (Carol), William Quigley, Edna Bjornson, Marie Cox,
(Mary); Local 29—Joe Rojas, Mike Papoff(Lauretta); Local 98—James Hill. Virginia Bell, Margaret Spradlin; Local
21—Gwen Baird; Local 23—Ruth
Bareno; Local 34—Albert Engelhardt (survivors in parenthesis).
Arneberg, Alee Canada, Catherine
(Lucille), Conrad Edises, Ernest Condon
Local 24—Pearl Nagel,
Petersen;
(Bennie), Lester R. Lundberg (Jocie), DECEASED SURVIVORS
William Castagnasso (Rose), Jack Local 4—Agnes Mason; Local 8—Wilma Theresa Carver; Local 27—Myrtle
32—Nettie
Local
Barulich, Henry Luebkeman, Rene Klein, Viola Manes, Kathleen Wilson, Durrwachter;
Battaglini, Carl Roeder; Local 50— Ethel Peterson, Joan McCarthy; Local Thompson; Local 34—Jane Hioki; Local
Richard Steinberg (Janie), Jimmie Black 10—Josephine Rakjala, Viola Brown, Anna 47—Wauneta Bush; Local 50—Nannie
(Joy); Local 51—Robert B. Johnson; Norman, Lydia Carrell, Mary Pacheco, Bakka; Local 51—Marguerite Kiehle;
Local 52—Herbert Liles (Antonette), Isabelle Ruchti, Florence Mirabella, Local 63—Eva Neal, Helen Provence,
Richard Blomberg (Mary); Local 54— Corine Massey, Jessie Draughty, Martha Tess Johnson; Local 91—Regina Cressa;
Albert Roberts (Amy), Frank Nishida Johnson, Alice Pudoff, Johnnie Coleman, Local 94—Ruth Bloomingdale, Valeria
(Helen); Local 60—Christian Sorenson Zetta Anderson, Helen De Caires, Douglas, Jean Peranelli, Thelma
(Mildred); Local 63—James Owings Elizabeth Smith, Maureen Hachtel, Alice Martinez; Local 98—Jeanne Band.
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ILWU Book & Video Bale
Books and videos about the ILWU are available from the
union's library at discounted prices!

ORDER BY MAIL

r

BOOKS:
The ILWU Story: unrolls the history of the union from its origins to the present, complete
with recollections from the men and women who built the union, in their own words,
and dozens of rare photos of the union in action. $7.00
The Big Strike By Mike Quin: the classic partisan account of the 1934 strike. $6.50
Workers on the Waterfront: Seamen, Longshoremen, and Unionism in the 1930s
By Bruce Nelson: the most complete history of the origins, meaning, and impact of the
1934 strike. $13.00
Reds or Rackets: The Making of Radical and Conservative Unions on the
Waterfront By Howard kimeldorf: a thoughtful and provocative comparison of the ILA
and the ILWU. $1100
The Union Makes Us Strong: Radical Unionism on the San Francisco Waterfront By
David Wellman: the important new study of longshoring in the ILWU. $15.00 (paperback)
A Terrible Anger: The 1934 Waterfront and General Strike in San Francisco By
David Se!yin: the newest and best single narrative history about the San Francisco events
of 1934. $16.50
Work on the Waterfront: A Longshore Artist's View By Jean Gundlach and Jake
Arnautoff: wonderful line drawings and text about longshore work. $7.00 ($5 benefits
Bridges Chair at the University of Washington)

copies of ILWU Story@ 57 ea.

=$

copies of Work on the Waterfront@ $7 ea.

= S

copies of The Big Strike @ 56.50 ea.

=$

copies of Workers on the Waterfront @ $13 ea. = S
copies of Reds or Rackets @ $ I 1

=

ea.

S
S

copies of The Union Makes Us Strong@ $15 ea.
copies of A Terrible Anger @ $16.50 ea.

=5

copies of We Are the ILWU @ S7 ea.

=S

copies of Life on the Beam@ $28 ea.

=5

Add S2.00 per item for orders outside the U.S.

Total Enclosed

Name
Street Address or PO Box

VIDEOS:

State

City

We Are the ILWU A 30-minute color video introducing the principles and traditions of the
ILWU. Features active and retired members talking about what the union meant in their
lives and what it needs to survive and thrive, along with film clips, historical photos and
an original musical score. S7.00
Life on the Beam: A Memorial to Harry Bridges A 17-minute VHS video production by
California Working Group, Inc., memorializes Harry Bridges through still photographs,
recorded interviews, and reminiscences. Originally produced for the 1990 memorial service in San Francisco. $28.00

Zip

Make check or money order (U.S. Funds)
payable to "ILWU" and send to
ILWU Library, 1188 Franklin Street, San Francisco,
CA 94109
Prices include shipping and handling.
Please allow at least four weeks for delivery.

A Helping Hand...
...when you need it most. That's what
we're all about. We are the representatives
of the ILWU-sponsored recovery programs.
We provide professional and confidential
assistance to you and your family for alcoholism, drug abuse and other problems—

THE BAY AREA VETERANS OF THE

ABRAHAM LINCOLN BRIGADE
Present

We Must Remember!
Words and Music of Political Commitment
Performed by members of the

San Francisco Mime Troupe and Band

CALVIN SIMMONS THEATER
HENRY J. KAISER CONVENTION CENTER
10 TENTH STREET, OAKLAND
Ticket info: 415-468-5870 or 510-582-7699
For lunch reception and program: $40
For program only: $20

and we're just a phone call away.
ILWU LONGSHORE DIVISION
ADRP—Southern California
Jackie Cummings
870 West Ninth St. #201
San Pedro, CA 90731
(310) 547-9966

ADRP—Oregon
Jim Copp
3054 N.E. Glisan, Ste. 2
Portland, OR 97232
(503) 231-4882

ADRP—Northern California
George Cobbs
400 North Point
San Francisco, CA 94133
(415) 776-8363

ADRP—Washington
Richard Borsheim
506 Second Ave., Rm. 2121
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 621-1038

ILWU WAREHOUSE DIVISION

ILWU CANADIAN AREA

DARE—Northern California
Gary Atkinson
255 Ninth Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(800) 772-8288

EAP—British Columbia
Bill Bloor
745 Clark Drive, Suite 205
Vancouver, BC V5L 3J3
(604) 254-7911

